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Abstract

Nano-sized Pt particles in the cathode catalyst layer of a polymer electrolyte fuel cell afford

a high initial electrochemically active surface-area. However, the gain in active surface area

for desired surface reactions is offset in part by enhanced rates of degradation processes that

cause losses in catalyst mass, catalyst surface-area, and electrocatalytic activity. The loss of

electrochemically active surface-area of the catalyst causes severe performance degradation

over relevant lifetimes of polymer electrolyte fuel cells yet a consistent theoretical approach,

linking experimental observations of surface-area loss related phenomena to purported mech-

anisms of degradation was missing. Accordingly, a dynamic model of surface-area loss and Pt

mass balance phenomena based on the theories of Lifshitz, Slyozov and Wagner, and Smolu-

chowski is developed. It relates kinetic rates of degradation processes to the evolution of the

particle-size distribution and its moments.

We pursue model validation and evaluation by analyzing an extensive set of electrochemi-

cal surface-area loss experiments probing the impact of accelerated stress test control levers.

Our Pt mass balance model unifies degradation characterization approaches and accordingly

discriminates the predominant degradation mechanisms. The evaluation and validation ap-

proaches established a firm link between surface-area loss, Pt dissolution and Pt oxidation.

As a consequence of our evaluation results, a kinetic model for Pt(111) oxide formation and

reduction is developed and validated against a wide range of electrochemical, spectroscopic

and theoretical work found in the relevant literature. The model provides a comprehensive

picture of surface electrochemical processes that occur at Pt(111).

In closing we discuss future routes of research. Foremost is the extension of cyclic voltam-

metry work to polycrystalline Pt and Pt nanoparticle electrodes, we suggest that these are

the logical steps towards linking dynamic Pt oxidation with surface tension, Pt dissolution,

surface-area loss and the oxygen reduction reaction.
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Preface

This Thesis was written to emphasize our current state of understanding of catalyst degrada-

tion in polymer electrolyte fuel cells based upon our theoretical and modelling work over the

past 5 years. A large portion of the Thesis is based upon work that is published, submitted

to be published or in preparation to be submitted. Where possible, we tried to abstain from

direct “cut-and-paste” pieces from work that had been previously published. This approach

was implemented to highlight the dynamically evolving nature of our work.

Chapter 2 is an extension of the work presented in “S.G. Rinaldo, W. Lee, J. Stumper and

M. Eikerling, Nonmonotonic dynamics in Lifshitz-Slyozov-Wagner theory: Ostwald ripening in

nanoparticle catalysts, Phys. Rev. E 86, 041601 (2012).”

Chapter 3 is based upon model-evaluation work given in: “S.G. Rinaldo, J. Stumper and

M. Eikerling, Physical Theory of Platinum Nanoparticle Dissolution in Polymer Electrolyte Fuel

Cells, J. Phys. Chem. C 114, 5773 (2010).” for Section 3.3, “S.G. Rinaldo, P. Urchaga,

W. Lee, J. Stumper, C. Rice and M. Eikerling, A Model-based Diagnostic Methodology for

Studies of Electrochemical Surface-Area Loss in Supported Catalysts, J. Electrochem. Soc. (in

preparation).” for Section 3.4 and “S.G. Rinaldo, W. Lee, J. Stumper and M. Eikerling, Model-

and Theory-Based Evaluation of Pt Dissolution for Supported Pt Nanoparticle Distributions

under Potential Cycling, Electrochem. Solid-State Lett. 14, B47 (2011).” for Section 3.5.

Chapter 4 is largely based upon “S.G. Rinaldo, W. Lee, J. Stumper and M. Eikerling,

Mechanistic Principles of Platinum Oxide Formation and Reduction, Nat. Mater. (under

review).”
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Thesis because we felt that it extended beyond the scope of the body of our work and therefore

would not have aligned with our goal of presenting a complete and succinct story of catalyst

degradation modelling.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 The fuel cell principle

Almost 200 years ago Schönbein and Grove conducted pioneering experiments that led to

the discovery and first demonstrations of the hydrogen-oxygen fuel cell principle.[1, 2] The

electrodes of their primitive cells consisted of polycrystalline Pt (Ptpc). Fig. 1.1 gives a

schematic view of a fuel cell as outlined in Ref. [3]. A continuous cell current density (jcell)

in units A cm−2 can be maintained if the transport and reaction of species within the cell are

sustained. At the anode the hydrogen oxidation reaction (HOR),

H2 → 2H+ + 2e−, (1.1)

catalyzed by Ptpc consumes 1 equivalent of H2 and produces 2 equivalents of H
+ and e−

respectively. The e− travel through the external circuit to do work and the protons travel

through the H2SO4 electrolyte to the cathode where they recombine with a half-equivalent of

O2 producing water. The Ptpc catalyzed oxygen reduction reaction (ORR) is

1

2
O2 + 2H

+ + 2e− → H2O. (1.2)

Grove understood that his cells would not be able to provide practical power outputs,

however, he did speculate that the means for advancing the technology would center around

maximizing the contact area between the gas, catalyst and electrolyte in the cathode and

1
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Figure 1.1: Schematic view of the Grove cell.[3]

anode.[4] In Fig. 1.1 we highlight these interfacial areas as the gas|electrolyte interface (or-
ange) and the catalyst|electrolyte interface (green).
Fifty years after the conception of the fuel cell by Schönbein and Grove, Mond and Langer

developed the first practical fuel cell.[4] Their fuel cell is shown schematically in Fig. 1.2. The

anode and cathode were made of porous Ptpc covered in a film of ≈ 0.1 µm Pt particles.
The film of µm sized Pt particles is termed Pt black (Ptbk). A porous ceramic material,

earthenware, soaked in sulfuric acid solution separated anode and cathode which were exposed

to gaseous H2 and O2 chambers respectively.

In our view the number, size and shape of the perforations could be related to an increase

in the gas|electrolyte interfacial area. The use of Ptbk catalyst enables an increase in the
electrochemically active surface-area (ECSA) of Ptbk over Ptpc. The ECSA of Ptbk is a factor

10 larger than Ptpc.[5]

In Fig. 1.3 we show a plot of jcell versus cell voltage φcell in units of V extracted from

Ref. [4]. The fuel cell had a mass of Pt per apparent electrode surface-area of ma = 2 mg

cm−2. Fig. 1.3 is commonly termed a polarization or performance curve. From a simplistic
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Figure 1.2: Schematic view of the Mond and Langer fuel cell with sandwich construction.[4]

viewpoint, decreases in φcell with increasing jcell signify losses in performance.

The fuel cell stack developed by Mond and Langer lost approximately 4-10% of the initial

φcell over 1 h of operation at fixed jcell. They found that the concentration of acid increased

at the anode and surmised that this was the cause of the loss. The observed φcell decay was

remedied by interchanging the gases periodically.

Although the principles of the fuel cell were demonstrated over a century ago, the routes

for advancement have remained remarkably in line with some of the early observations of

Schönbein, Grove, Mond and Langer. Accordingly, much research has focused on maximizing

Figure 1.3: Polarization curve for the Mond and Langer fuel cell with data extracted from Ref.

[4].
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the contact area between the gas, catalyst and electrolyte as well as minimizing the amount

of costly Pt used in the anode and cathode.

From a qualitative perspective, Pt is a good catalyst and therefore difficult to replace for

two main reasons: (i) its activity or speed at which it makes the respective anode and cathode

reactions go, and (ii) its stability against corrosion.[6] With respect to (i), Pt has the unique

ability in fuel cell applications to adsorb reactants sufficiently strong enough such that reactant

species “stick” to the catalyst surface but also sufficiently weak enough such that adsorbed

species can react to produce the desired product.

Initially, however, the fundamental issues related to catalyst development were superseded

by the practical goal of finding a suitable material of minimal thickness and material properties

to separate the anode and cathode.

1.2 The modern polymer electrolyte fuel cell

The incorporation of the polymer electrolyte membrane (PEM) into hydrogen-oxygen fuel cells

by Grubb and Niedrach at General Electric in 1960 marked the advent of the modern polymer

electrolyte fuel cell (PEFC).[7] The sulfonated cross-linked polystyrene membrane decreased

the unit thickness of the cell and served as both the gas separator and proton transport

medium.

The polystyrene PEM used by Grubb and Niedrach in 1960 suffered from two issues: (i)

the proton conductivity was too low, and (ii) the membranes were not durable enough.[8]

In the 1970’s it was found that Du Pont’s Nafion R© remedied the problems found with the

polystyrene PEM.[8]

In the 1980’s work by Raistrick at Los Alamos National Laboratory brought out two sig-

nificant advances to PEFC technology that made commercial application more feasible.[9]

Firstly, Pt nanoparticles with sizes of 2-3 nm (Ptnp) supported on carbon black particles with

sizes of approximately 100 nm (Ptnp/C) were used as catalysts instead of Ptbk. Supported

Pt nanoparticle electrocatalysts are prepared either by impregnation of carbon support with

Pt precursor solution and subsequent precipitation of Pt nanoparticles by reduction or via ad-

sorption of colloidal Pt particles on the carbon support.[10] Strong Van der Waals interactions

between Pt with a surface tension of approximately 2.73 J m−2 and carbon black with a surface

tension of 0.072 J m−2 keep the Pt nanoparticles bound to the carbon black surface.[11, 12]
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Figure 1.4: Schematic of the modern polymer electrolyte fuel cell showing the cathode catalyst

layer (CCL), polymer electrolyte membrane (PEM) and the anode catalyst layer (ACL). The

green circles are meant to guide the eye as details of the catalyst layer structure are revealed.

The Ptnp/C catalysts have an ECSA that is approximately 10 times larger than that of Ptbk

thus increasing the catalyst|electrolyte interfacial area.
Secondly, Nafion R© ionomer was impregnated into the Ptnp/C catalyst allowing for in-

creased catalyst utilization via an increase in the catalyst|electrolyte interfacial area. This
second advance afforded a 10 fold decrease in ma from approximately 4 mg cm

−2 to 0.4 mg

cm−2.[8, 13]

By 2003, the so-called industry standard membrane electrode assembly (MEA) was devel-

oped by W.L. Gore and Associates.[14, 15] The performance was significantly improved via the

use of a supported Nafion R© PEM as well as optimization of the electrode design.[8, 14, 16] In

these membranes, soluble Nafion R© is incorporated in a fine-mesh Teflon R© support, effectively

reducing the PEM thickness while maintaining proton conductivity and durability. Electrode

design was optimized by tuning properties such as hydrophilicity, thinness, uniformity, and the

ratio of penetrated ionomer and Ptnp/C.[16]

In Fig. 1.4 a schematic view of an MEA is shown. The PEM, anode catalyst layer (ACL)

and cathode catalyst layer (CCL) have thicknesses on the order of ≈ 10 µm. The CCL
is comprised of penetrating ionomer, Ptnp/C and pore-space. In Fig. 1.5 the evolution of

the hydrogen-oxygen fuel cell polarization curve within the context of the material advances

discussed in Section 1.2 is shown. From 1889 to 2003 the technological improvements have
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Figure 1.5: Evolution of the hydrogen-oxygen fuel cell polarization curve with some significant

technological advances as discussed in Section 1.2. Data was extracted from Refs. [4, 7, 9, 15].

been impressive. For example, at φcell = 0.75 V, jcell has increased 2 orders of magnitude while

ma has decreased by 1 order of magnitude. Furthermore, ECSA has increased by 3 orders of

magnitude from Ptpc to Ptnp/C. However, an emerging drawback is that the extremely high

ECSA of modern Ptnp/C can decrease significantly over the lifetime of the PEFC leading to

a decrease in φcell with time.

1.3 Catalyst degradation in the cathode

Primary experimental metrics for degradation in PEFC are the decay in ECSA and φcell with

time. Ferreira et al. provided a thorough study of degradation effects in PEFC. In Fig. 1.6

data extracted from Ref. [17] for the decay in ECSA and φcell is shown for steady-state PEFC

operation with jcell = 0.0 A cm
−2 and jcell = 0.2 A cm

−2. From a general view-point the decay

rates of both ECSA and φcell are similar for each jcell.[17]

Secondary degradation metrics in other studies identified Ptnp/C in the CCL as the ma-

terial component most susceptible to degradation. Transmission electron microscopy (TEM)

revealed Ptnp/C depletion in the CCL with corresponding formation of Pt deposits in the PEM.

These observations pointed to dissolution of Ptnp in the Ptnp/C catalysts.[18] Furthermore,

end-of-test statistical TEM analysis of the particle radius distribution (PRD) indicated that the

mean particle radius of the PRD increased with degradation time and the number of particles

per unit catalyst volume decreased with degradation time.[19] X-ray diffraction (XRD) studies

have also correlated increases in the mean radius with decreases in ECSA.[20]

These studies helped establish qualitative correlations between changes in the CCL PRD,
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Figure 1.6: The decay in cell voltage and normalized electrochemically active surface-area with

fuel cell operation time. The data was extracted from a study by Ferreira et al.[17]
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ECSA and φcell. However, a number of issues for the analysis of degradation effects in an

operating fuel cell have arisen. Firstly, most analysis techniques require destruction of the

sample at the end-of-test, making it difficult to acquire a time series of changes in structure

and properties due to degradation. Secondly, in situ degradation is spatially heterogeneous as

reaction conditions within the CCL vary and, thirdly as shown in Fig. 1.4, the CCL is a mosaic

of different materials.[21, 22] This spatial heterogeneity and structural complexity in addition

to the sample destruction limitations makes diagnosis and quantification of degradation a

formidable task. Researchers therefore look to targeted studies of specific conditions for

specific materials out of an operating fuel cell to gain understanding. Many of these ex situ

studies have focused on the relationship between the PRD and decay in ECSA.

In ex situ studies an accelerated stress test (AST) is designed to accelerate the rate

of degradation.[23] The AST protocol usually involves cycling of the electrode potential φ

in V versus the reversible hydrogen electrode (RHE) in an electrochemical cell of desired

composition.1 Cycling of φ induces faster rates of Pt dissolution and ECSA decay.[23, 24]

Furthermore, φ cycling simulates variations in jcell that are typically encountered in automotive

applications.[23] However, potential cycling also introduces new parameters that exert an

impact on the mechanisms and rates of degradation, thus the simplifying benefits of performing

fixed potential AST must be weighed against the benefits of potential cycling techniques.

Regardless of the potential profile in an accelerated stress test, one of the clearest examples

of the benefits of ex situ degradation analysis comes from the work of Mayrhofer et al.[25] They

developed an analysis technique termed independent location transmission electron microscopy

(IL-TEM) in which they were able to monitor the same area of Ptnp/C during an AST thus

extracting valuable information on the evolving PRD.

The results of their study showing the time evolution of the PRD with ECSA is given

in Fig. 1.7.[25] The measured ECSA matched simple geometric surface-area calculations,

i.e. geometric surface-area integration of the PRD, thus providing a convincing link between

the two variables.[25] Other experimental metrics that can be related to the PRD include

small angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) which can be related to the mean particle radius and

inductively coupled mass spectrometry (ICP-MS) which can be related to the mass of catalyst

in the metallic phase.[26, 27]

Based on the experimental work, the hypothesis of a Pt dissolution and redeposition

1Hereafter all potentials will be reported versus the reversible hydrogen electrode.
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Figure 1.7: Evolution of the particle radius distribution function with decreasing surface-area.

The data was extracted from a study by Mayrhofer et al.[25]
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mechanism of surface-area loss and degradation emerged. A number of modelling works

attempted to mathematically describe the process for supported nanoparticle catalysts in

PEFC.[28, 11, 29, 30, 31] The models all assumed an electrochemical mechanism of Pt dis-

solution and adopted a theory of Pt dissolution and redeposition induced by potential cycling

that was based upon the hypothesis that potential cycling accelerates the dissolution rate and

hence surface-area loss because the formation of a passivating oxide film lags behind direct

dissolution of the metal during the potential cycle. However, even for Ptpc this mechanism of

Pt dissolution is highly controversial. Previous works employed heuristic approaches to PRD

evolution that ignored well-established approaches in statistical physics. Furthermore, other

possible mechanisms of surface-area loss such as coagulation or particle detachment were

never considered.

A large gap between the experimental results of ECSA loss and PRD evolution and math-

ematical models to describe the various mechanisms existed. More specifically, experimental

work had been able to show causal relationships between ECSA loss and changes in the PRD,

however, available modelling techniques were not able to establish any theoretical link between

the mechanisms of degradation, ECSA loss and PRD evolution. In line with the need for an

interpretation of experimental data and refinement of modelling approaches for PEFC degra-

dation we developed a suite of modelling and diagnostic tools based on Pt mass balance and

surface-area loss phenomena.

1.3.1 Objectives

Our primary objectives in exploring Pt mass balance and surface-area loss phenomena are to:

• understand physicochemical mechanisms through modelling,

• demonstrate model consistency and capabilities,

• extract and rationalize model parameters.

1.3.2 Outline

The basic structure of the thesis is as follows:

• In Chapter 2 the relevant mechanisms of catalyst degradation are described, cast into
mathematical form and then solved and explored parametrically.
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• In Chapter 3 we systematically evaluate and validate our model with available accelerated
stress test data:

– In Section 3.3 we evaluate the model against a potentiostatic AST available in

the literature. The potentiostatic evaluation step demonstrates the consistency

of the simplifying assumptions made during model development. We furthermore

extract parameters that establish a theoretical link between surface-area loss, Pt

dissolution, Pt surface tension and Pt oxidation. We also highlight some routes for

targeted potentiostatic experiments that, when coupled with model-based evalua-

tion, could furnish novel relationships between surface tension and potential.

– Based on our analyses in Section 3.3, in Section 3.4 we extend our model into the

realm of potential cycling ASTs showing continued model validity and consistency.

The potential cycling analyses strengthen the theoretical link between surface-area

loss, Pt dissolution, Pt surface tension and Pt oxidation.

– In Section 3.5 we compare model results with an independent location transmission

electron microscopy study; reaffirming our correlations between surface-area loss,

Pt dissolution, Pt surface tension and Pt oxidation.

• The validation and evaluation stages in Chapter 3 establish a strong theoretical link
between surface-area loss, Pt dissolution, Pt surface tension and Pt oxidation and in

Chapter 4 the instigating process of Pt oxidation is examined in detail from a kinetic

viewpoint.

• In Chapter 5 we discuss implications of our results in view of degradation modelling as
well as polymer electrolyte fuel cell modelling in general and suggest further routes for

research as well as strategies for degradation mitigation.



Chapter 2

Model of Platinum Mass Balance

2.1 Mechanisms of surface-area loss

Three mechanisms can transform the PRD and lead to decreases in ECSA: (i) coagulation,

(ii) dissolution and redeposition, and (iii) particle detachment. Coagulation involves physi-

cal merging of particles. The seminal treatment of coagulation phenomena, encompassing

coalescence, gelation, aggregation, agglomeration, accretion or sintering, was proposed by

Smoluchowski in 1917.[32] Dissolution and redeposition or Ostwald ripening refers to a parti-

cle growth mechanism whereby smaller particles dissolve due to their inherent instability and

the atoms or ions released redeposit, at least in part, at larger particles.[33] Lifshitz and

Slyozov as well as Wagner, working independently, developed analytical expressions for the

asymptotic self-similar PRD as well as growth rate of the critical radius (referred to as Lif-

shitz-Slyozov-Wagner (LSW) theory).[34, 35, 36] Particle detachment is the mechanism by

which whole particles detach from the support and detachment could be triggered by Carbon

corrosion. Fig. 2.1 gives a schematic illustration of the mechanisms of surface-area loss.

The LSW formalism has been examined extensively with some recent studies focusing

on nanoparticle coarsening.[37, 38, 39] The LSW formalism is based on the Fokker-Planck

equation and describes the time evolution of the probability density function of particle radii.[40]

In the LSW formalism stochastic fluctuations in particle radii are usually ignored and accordingly

the fluctuation term is omitted from the Fokker-Planck equation thereby shifting focus to

phenomenological descriptions of the drift term or rate of particle radius change. The proposed

equations describing the rate of particle radius change are usually classified as either diffusion-

limited or reaction-limited (sometimes termed attachment-limited).[34, 36] An analysis of the

12
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diffusion-limited case requires a treatment of the many-particle diffusion problem.[41] A large

body of work on LSW theory has been dedicated to simplifying and solving the many-particle

diffusion problem.[42, 43, 44, 45] This is an important issue for systems in which the activation

barriers for redeposition are small. Conversely, systems in the reaction-limited regime do not

require solution of the many-particle diffusion problem. However, additional complexities may

arise from the treatment of interfacial kinetic processes. These effects may include temporally

or spatially dependent rate constants, a kinetic imbalance of dissolution and redeposition rates

as well as non-uniform or time-varying particle surface tensions.[46] These ramifications of

LSW theory have received little attention.

From an experimental view, reaction-limited Ostwald ripening as well as coagulation and

detachment have emerged as possible mechanisms by which Ptnp/C catalysts degrade.[10] As

discussed in Section 1.3 a decrease in ECSA has been experimentally linked to changes in the

PRD. The evolution of the PRD is analysed using statistical particle analysis of TEM images,

XRD measurements of the mean radius, or analysis of ICP-MS and relation to the mass of

catalyst.[17, 23, 47, 20, 48, 49, 25, 50, 51] Despite the experimental focus on Ostwald ripening

as a major mechanism of catalyst degradation, a theoretical temporal analysis of the classic

reaction-limited LSW formalism has been unavailable for comparison to other mechanisms

such as coagulation or detachment. A number of works have attempted to mathematically

describe the Ostwald ripening process for supported nanoparticle catalysts in PEFC but they

ignored the LSW formalism.[28, 11, 29, 30, 31]

In Section 2.2, we formulate a general model of ECSA decay and mass balance for Ptnp/C.

The model is based on the conservation of Pt mass including dissolution, redeposition as well

as coagulation and detachment. In Section 2.5, we analyze solutions of the model, evaluating

temporal evolution of the moments of the distribution.

2.2 Model formulation

We consider an electrocatalytic medium consisting of a random dispersion of solid spherical Pt

nanoparticles that are deposited on an electronically conducting support material surrounded

by a liquid electrolyte. Disk-like Pt nanoparticles are observed in TEM investigations of Ptnp/C
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Figure 2.1: Schematic illustration of hypothetical mechanisms by which the Pt nanoparticle

size distribution can change.
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catalysts both before and after degradation thus a spherical particle assumption is an appro-

priate first approximation for the shape of the particles.[10] We also assume that the electro-

catalytic medium is in an ex situ environment such that all processes are spatially invariant.

Moreover the system is closed, i.e., no Pt in solid particulate form or dissolved form can enter

or leave the system. We introduce the dimensionless normalized PRD function fN(r, t) to

describe evolution of the PRD mathematically.

A well-known continuity equation,[34, 36]

∂fN(r, t)

∂t
+
∂

∂r

[

fN(r, t)
dr

dt

]

= J+ − J− − kdetfN(r, t), (2.1)

describes the propagation of fN(r, t) with time. Dissolution and redeposition reactions and

the rate of particle radius change are described by dr/dt and defined explicitly in Section

2.2.1. The source and sink terms in units s−1, J+ and J−, represent the particle creation

and extinction terms from Smoluchowski’s coagulation equation.[32] The detachment rate

constant in s−1 is given by kdet and we assume a linear detachment rate (kdetfN(r, t)) as a

first-order approximation.

If the J+ and J− terms are omitted and kdet = 0, Eq. (2.1) would be analogous to a Fokker-

Planck type equation with the observable being particle radius instead of particle velocity and

the diffusion or fluctuational term neglected. In Section 2.2.1 we present a phenomenolgical

description of the drift term, dr/dt, based on a physcial interpretation of experimental insights

as well as a derivation by Talapin et al.[38] Accordingly, our imposition of a phenomenological

drift term inherently assumes that stochastic fluctuations are negligible. It should, however, be

noted that inclusion of the fluctuation term (
∂2fN(r, t)

∂r 2 ) can markedly influence the temporal

dynamics of fN(r, t) evolution.[52]

2.2.1 Kinetics of dissolution and redeposition

The rate of particle radius change is assumed to be the result of the interplay between Pt

dissolution and redeposition. As discussed previously, redeposition is limited by either the

diffusion of dissolved Pt ion complexes,[34] or surface reaction kinetics.[36] For typical Ptnp/C

catalysts nearest neighbour particle distances (dnn) are on the order of 10 nm and the diffusion

coefficient of Pt ion species DPt is approximately 10
−6 cm2 s−1.[28] These parameters give a
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corresponding characteristic diffusion time (τDPt) of 10
−6 s via

τDPt ≈
dnn
2

DPt
. (2.2)

Under mild potential conditions in acidic electrolyte (conditions similar to that of the

catalytic medium considered here), small Pt nanoparticles of r ≈ 0.5 nm completely dissolve
in approximately 150 s whereas large particles of r ≈ 1.5 nm can take up to 3600 s to
dissolve depending on the applied potential.[53] If we assume that the reported experimental

reaction timescale of 150-3600 s is roughly consistent with the characteristic timescales of the

dissolution and redeposition processes, then τDPt is 7-8 orders of magnitude smaller than that

of the characteristic timescale of the reaction processes. Accordingly a diffusion limitation

may be unrealistic for the Ptnp/C system considered here.

Accordingly, we write an ad hoc reaction-limited rate of particle radius change due to

dissolution and redeposition, based on the derivation given by Talapin et al., as

dr

dt
= VmkrdpC̄Pt(t) exp

(

−(1− β)2R0
r

)

− VmkdisCrefPt exp
(

β
2R0
r

)

, (2.3)

with a characteristic radius R0 in units of nm given by

R0 =
VmγPt

RT
. (2.4)

The first term on the right-hand-side of Eq. (2.3) is a kinetic description of the redeposition

process and the second term on the right-hand-side of Eq. (2.3) is a kinetic description of the

dissolution process. In Ref. [54] we did not include a dependency on particle size for the rate

of redeposition. Here, we include this dependency in the exponential of the first term on the

right-hand-side of Eq. (2.3). An explicit derivation of the rate of particle radius change given

by Talapin et al. in Ref. [38] showed that, within the framework of the theory of an activated

complex, both the redeposition rate and the dissolution rate depend on particle radius and

surface tension. The derivation was based on the Kelvin equation describing the dependency

of chemical potential on surface curvature.[55] Referring to Eq. (2.3), if β = 1 then there

would be no particle size dependency on the rate of redeposition, however, if β ≈ 0 then there
would be no particle size dependency on the rate of particle dissolution. Presently we do not

have the detailed atomistic knowledge from either a theoretical or an experimental viewpoint
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to rationalize either extreme thus we assume that β = 0.5.

For the case of dissolution, validity of the Kelvin equation has been demonstrated recently

for Ptnp using ab initio studies as well as atomic force microscopy (AFM) imaging of the size-

dependent dissolution of Ptnp.[56, 57, 53] Accordingly, a key parameter of the nanoparticle

dissolution and redeposition process is the surface tension γPt in units J m
−2; its magnitude is

determined by the under-coordination of atoms at the Pt nanoparticle surface. The conceptual

and theoretical background of surface tension is reviewed and explained in Ref. [58]. For

Pt, R0 lies typically in the range of 2-13 nm.[59, 60]. We re-emphasize that Eq. 2.3 is

phenomenological and our treatment of the interface between the Pt nanoparticle and the

electrolyte is simplistic, however, Eq. 2.3 has basic grounding in theory and experiment and

can therefore serve as a good initial description of the kinetics.

The gas constant is given by R and temperature is given by T . C̄Pt(t) is the averaged

molar concentration of dissolved Pt per unit volume of the catalytic medium and the reference

Pt concentration (CrefPt ) is a constant that accounts for the activity of Pt ion complexes in the

electrolyte. Both C̄Pt(t) and C
ref
Pt are in units of mol m

−3. The dissolution and redeposition

rates are given as kdis and krdp in units of m s
−1 and the molar volume of Pt is Vm in units

m3 mol−1. The parameters kdis, krdp and γPt depend on the surface oxidation state of Pt

and thereby indirectly on φ as suggested in a previous publication that examined a scenario in

which dissolution was the dominant mechanism.[59] Accordingly our constant rate parameter

formulation is applicable to cases in which the electrode potential is constant or in which the

parameters are effectively constant over some specific potential perturbation. We test and

evaluate the constant parameter assumption in detail in Chapter 3.

2.2.2 Mass balance

For the catalytic medium the Pt mass balance, assuming that the initial C̄Pt(t) at t = 0 is

negligible, is given by[34, 36]

C̄Pt(t) =
mv

MPt
(1−MN(t)) (2.5)

where mv is the Pt mass loading per unit volume of the catalytic medium in units of g cm
−3,

MPt is the molecular weight of Pt in units of g mol
−1 andMN(t) is the normalized dimensionless

mass moment of fN(r, t) defined explicitly in Section 2.2.4.
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2.2.3 Coagulation and detachment

The second term on the left hand side of Eq. (2.1) together with the rate of particle radius

change Eq. (2.3) and mass balance condition Eq. (2.5) describe the two-phase Ostwald

ripening process. Coagulation or the physical merging of particles is described by the radius-

scaled Smoluchowski equation.[61]

Ruckenstein and Pulvermacher studied fN(r, t) evolution on the basis of Smoluchowski’s

coagulation equation for supported Pt nanoparticles.[62] A good general review of Smolu-

chowski’s coagulation equation is given by Aldous.[63] Here, we assume, as a first approxima-

tion, that coagulation is dominated by random collisions and the coagulation rate kernel kcgl

in units of s−1 is constant. Accordingly we write the creation and extinction terms as[32]

J+ =
1

2
kcgl

∫ r

0+

r2

(

r3 − r̃3
)2/3

fN

(

(

r3 − r̃3
)1/3

, t
)

fN (r̃ , t) dr̃ , (2.6)

and

J− = kcgl

∫ ∞

0+

fN(r, t)fN(r̃ , t)dr̃ , (2.7)

where the convolution integral in Eq. (2.6) accounts for the formation of a particle with radius

r from the merging of two particles with radii r̃ and r − r̃ . The integral in Eq. (2.7) accounts
for the loss of particles via coagulation with other particles. Together, J+ and J− conserve

the mass of fN(r, t).

2.2.4 Moments of the particle radius distribution

Full solution of Eq. (2.1) with Eqs. (2.3), (2.5), (2.6) and (2.7) for fN(r, t) will allow

for calculation of the temporal evolution of the dimensionless normalized moments of the

distribution: particle number density PN(t), mean radius r̄N(t), surface-area SN(t) and mass

MN(t). With a defined initial distribution fN(r, 0) the moments are given by

PN(t) =

∫∞
0+ fN(r, t)dr

∫∞
0+ fN(r, 0)dr

, (2.8)

r̄N(t) =

∫∞

0+ r fN(r, t)dr
∫∞

0+
fN(r, t)dr

∫∞

0+ fN(r, 0)dr
∫∞

0+
r fN(r, 0)dr

, (2.9)
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SN(t) =

∫∞

0+
r2fN(r, t)dr

∫∞

0+
r2fN(r, 0)dr

, (2.10)

and

MN(t) =

∫∞

0+
r3fN(r, t)dr

∫∞

0+
r3fN(r, 0)dr

. (2.11)

Analytical solutions for Eq. (2.1) can only be found in limiting cases. For negligible rates

of coagulation and redeposition, we previously presented a parametric analytical solution that

will be discussed in Section 2.4 and Chapter 3.[59] Analytical solutions to the Smoluchowski

coagulation equation have been presented elsewhere.[63] As mentioned in Section 2.1, Wagner

presented an asymptotic solution in the dissolution and redeposition regime where coagulation

and detachment are negligible.[36]

In general, we look to numerical approaches to solve Eq. (2.1). However, the number of

parameters and complexity of the partial integro-differential equation (PIDE) formulation make

analysis difficult. Further complicating the issue, model parameters are not widely established.

To the best of our knowledge there are no reasonable estimates of krdp, kcgl and kdet. Moreover,

values of kdis and γPt have large variability within the available literature.[59, 60] We therefore

look for simplifying approaches that will allow us to determine a consistent set of parameters

and uncover physically meaningful trends. Our specific goal is to evaluate and validate the

model, extract parameter information and apply the model as a tool to identify the mechanisms

using available experimental data.

2.3 Model simplifications

Since the rates and parameters of the mechanistic processes described by Eq. (2.1) are not

well established and our practical goal is to evaluate our approach and compare mechanisms,

we de-couple the model for each respective mechanism and solve each case independently. We

accordingly introduce dimensionless time variables for dissolution and redeposition,

τdis =
VmkdisC

ref
Pt

R0
t, (2.12)

for coagulation,

τcgl = kcglt, (2.13)
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and for detachment,

τdet = kdett. (2.14)

For the de-coupled case of dissolution and redeposition the continuity equation describing

the evolution of the PRD is given by,

∂fN(r , τdis)

∂τdis
=

− R0
∂

∂r

[

fN(r , τdis)

(

ψ (1−MN(τdis)) exp
(

−R0
r

)

− exp
(

R0

r

))]

,

(2.15)

and for coagulation,

∂fN(r , τcgl)

∂τcgl
=
1

2

∫ r

0+

r2

(

r3 − r̃3
)2/3

fN

(

(

r3 − r̃3
)1/3

, τcgl

)

fN
(

r̃ , τcgl
)

dr̃

−
∫ ∞

0+

fN(r , τcgl)fN(r̃ , τcgl)dr̃ ,

(2.16)

and lastly for detachment,
∂fN(r , τdet)

∂τdet
= −fN(r , τdet). (2.17)

The dimensionless redeposition coefficient ψ in Eq. (2.15) is defined as

ψ =
mvkrdp

kdisC
ref
PtMPt

. (2.18)

Our simplified model presented in Section 2.3 has 2 independent parameters, ψ and R0. The

moments in the simplified model can be similarly calculated by replacing t with corresponding

dimensionless times τdis, τcgl and τdet in Eqs. (2.8), (2.9). (2.10) and (2.11) to give PN(τi),

r̄N(τi), SN(τi) and MN(τi) for i = dis, i = cgl and i = det. In Section 2.5 we present a

parametric analysis of the moments corresponding to Eqs. (2.15), (2.16) and (2.17).

2.4 Model solution approaches

We investigated a wide variety of methods for solving Eqs. (2.15), (2.16) and (2.17). In

Ref. [59] we assumed that krdp = 0 and solved Eq. (2.15) analytically in parametric form.

The method of characteristics (MOC) was implemented for this analytical approach and the

detailed steps are given in the Appendix of Ref. [59]. With krdp 6= 0 numerical approaches
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to the solution of Eq. (2.15) were required. A number of simple explicit time-stepping

finite-difference approaches based on Chapter 19.1 in Ref. [64] were initially explored for Eq.

(2.15). The numerical code was developed in FORTRAN using the two-step Lax-Wendroff

and staggered leapfrog methods, however, the routines were time-consuming and unstable.

The solutions were unstable because Eq. (2.15) is stiff and the Courant-Friedrichs-Lewy

condition indicated the requirement for extremely small time steps. In a growth regime we

found that as SN(τi) → 0 then r̄N(τi) → ∞ and convergence issues started to arise. Thus,
for the investigations at low SN(τi) that we presented in Ref. [54] we had to look for other

approaches. We found that the numerical method of characteristics (NMOC) worked well

because the grid or mesh of radii points was dynamic, expanding as the distribution spread.

This approach allowed us to investigate Eq. (2.15) at SN(τi) → 0.[65] From a fundamental
perspective these solutions were important because they explicitly showed that a so-called

“minimum surface-area” could never be attained and that the global minimum ECSA is 0 for

a dissolution and redeposition mechanism.[66]

From a practical viewpoint more expedient approaches were required. In general, a catalyst

that loses one-half of its initial surface-area falls below the general durability requirements

of PEFC, while we have mentioned, at low SN(τi), numerical approaches start to encounter

convergence issues and become more time consuming. Furthermore, most experimental studies

do not investigate SN(τi) below approximately 0.5. We accordingly developed a faster and

more user-friendly Python script using Scipy and Numpy packages that allows for expedient

numerical solution of Eqs. (2.15), (2.16) and (2.17). The script is based on the method of

lines (MOL) where we discretize only the r coordinate and formulate the PIDE as a system

of coupled time-dependent ordinary differential equations (ODEs) that are then solved by

the odeint function which takes advantage of established FORTRAN ODE solution routines

LSODE.[67] In comparison with the two-step Lax-Wendroff and staggered leapfrog methods

that implemented explicit time-stepping the odeint methods utilize implicit time-stepping. The

sample script in Appendix A will reproduce the plot given in Fig. 2.3a and takes approximately

1 h to run.
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Figure 2.2: Initial particle radius distribution determined via transmission electron microscopy

image analysis. The corresponding fit-function is given in Eq. (2.19).

2.5 Parametric analysis

The initial distribution as determined via TEM image analysis of a Ptnp/C catalyst before

any electrochemical testing is given in Fig. 2.2 and is described by an exponentially modified

Gaussian (EMG) function,

fN(r, 0) =
ac
√
2π

2d
exp

(

c2

2d2
− r − b

d

)[

d

|d | + erfc
(

r − b√
2c
− c√
2d

)]

, (2.19)

where constants a = 0.79, b = 0.89, c = 0.26 and d = 0.63 were determined using an

open-source program Fityk.[68, 69]

There are two parameters that determine the evolution of the PRD in the dissolution and

redeposition case of Eq. (2.15), R0 and ψ. The coagulation and detachment cases in Eqs.

(2.16) and (2.17) respectively are parameter free. As mentioned in Section 2.2.1 we found

that R0 ranged from approximately 2-13 nm.[59, 60] Accordingly we probe R0 values of 2, 6,

and 10 nm.

Fig. 2.3 depicts plots of MN(τi) versus SN(τi) as well as r̄N(τi) versus SN(τi) for R0

values of 2, 6, and 10.0 nm respectively. We chose these graphical representations of model

solutions as they are the most common comparisons made in PEFC experimental literature.[20]

Furthermore, plotting the solutions in this manner allows qualitative comparisons between

mechanisms to be made and eliminates any dependencies on the timescales of the respective

processes. We refer to these types of plots as degradation maps.

For a dissolution and redeposition mechanism with ψ = 0 as well as the detachment

mechanism, a mass-depletion regime is obtained. We examined the dissolution case of the
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Figure 2.3: Parametric analysis of the model presented in Section 2.3 with the initial distribu-

tion defined in Eq. 2.19. Arrows on the lines indicate the progression of τ .
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mass-depletion regime in great detail in Refs. [59], [60] and [54]. In Ref. [54] we compared

our numerical solution in the dissolution limit to our analytical solution in Ref. [59] and the

agreement was excellent suggesting that our numerical approach is reliable at short-times when

redeposition has not begun to take place.1

For large values of ψ, Eqs. (2.15) and (2.16) behave similarly indicating a saturation limit

of the redeposition effect. For example, the parametric line in Fig. 2.3c for a dissolution

and redeposition mechanism with ψ = 8 × 104 and R0 = 6 lies on top of the coagulation
line. We refer to this saturation limit as the mass-conservation regime. Interestingly Eq.

(2.16) can be written in a “conservation” form as mentioned in Ref. [70]. From a speculative

viewpoint our numerical investigations indicate that the LSW formalism may be equivalent to

the Smoluchowski formalism for a parametric space where R0 is low and ψ is high.

The plots for finite values of ψ, varied sequentially, are confined by the enveloping curves

in the mass-depletion and mass-conservation regimes. Also, for finite values of ψ, the PRD

asymptotically approaches the solution in the mass-conservation regime. This corresponds

to the approach of the PRD to a universal distribution with stable shape, referred to by

Voorhees as a unique attractor state.[41] Wagner presented an analytical self-similar PRD for

this regime and in Ref. [54] we confirmed that the PRD in our numerical solutions of Eq.

(2.15) all converge to the distribution shape predicted by Wagner.[36] This suggests that our

numerical approach is reliable for large times.

The representation in Figs. 2.3a, 2.3c and 2.3e shows the evolution of r̄N(τi) with decreas-

ing SN(τi), a common comparison made in degradation studies for PEFC. In the mass-depletion

regime r̄N(τi) remains almost invariant with the decrease in SN(τi). Non-linearity in the disso-

lution case of mass-depletion occurs for high values of R0 where there is a large dispersion of

dissolution rates. In the mass-conservation regime, r̄N(τi) exhibits a pronounced increase with

decreasing SN(t) with the approximate functional form of a sine hyperbolic function.[54] Inter-

mediate values of ψ in plots of r̄N(τi) versus SN(τi) show transitions from the mass-depletion

regime to the mass-conservation regime.

In Figs. 2.3b, 2.3d and 2.3f quasi-linear decreases inMN(τi) versus SN(τi) are signatures of

1In Ref. [54] we used a slightly different Eq. (2.3). More specifically we assumed that the transfer coefficient
was β = 1 and accordingly ignored any effect of particle radius on the redeposition rate.[38] We have assumed a
transfer coefficient of 0.5 in Section 2.2.1 to expand our analysis. However, it should be noted that the solutions

that we present here and the solutions presented in Ref. [54] behave similarly. Furthermore in Ref. [54] we
labeled the redeposition coefficient α instead of ψ which we have introduced here for notational convenience.
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Figure 2.4: Comparison of particle size distribution for different mechanisms with a surface-

area loss of 0.5 from Fig. 2.3.

mass-depletion surface-area loss. As mentioned previously any small deviations from linearity

in the dissolution case of mass-depletion occur for higher values of R0 and are an indication of

a dispersion of dissolution rates. In the mass-conservation limit, MN(τi) remains 1 as SN(τi)

decreases. For coagulation, MN(τi) = 1 is an indication of numerical stability and for the

constant kernel case, which we examine here, any deviations from 1 are a sign of numerical

error.[70]

Transitions between mass-depletion and mass-conservation are also observed for plots of

MN(τi) versus SN(τi) with intermediate values of ψ. The transition regions become sharper as

R0 increases and the range of ψ values that span the transition region increase by approximately

1-2 orders of magnitude. For example, in Fig. 2.3, the intermediate (blue) ψ value is 4× 101

for R0 = 2 nm, 2× 103 for R0 = 6 nm and 8× 104 for R0 = 10 nm.
In Fig. 2.4 we compare the shape of the PRD for some of the interesting cases from

Fig. 2.3 at SN(τi) = 0.5. More specifically, we look at the cases in which the degradation

maps are similar for different mechanisms. A dissolution and redeposition mechanism with

ψ = 8 × 104 and R0 = 6 nm has similar behaviour to that of a coagulation mechanism as
shown in Fig. 2.3c. By ECSA = 0.5 the distributions have spread out significantly to larger

particle radii and are quite similar in shape as shown by the red and green distributions in Fig.

2.4. Comparatively a dissolution and redeposition mechanism with ψ = 0 and R0 = 2 nm,

i.e. only dissolution, has similar behaviour to that of a detachment mechanism as shown in

Fig. 2.3f. For the case of detachment and dissolution both distributions remain within the

confines of the initial distribution and have similar shapes but the particle number density has

decreased significantly as shown by the blue and purple distributions in Fig 2.4.
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2.6 Summary of results

The main conclusions from our parametric analyses are:

• mass-conservation surface-area loss corresponds to a dissolution and redeposition mech-
anism with a high value of the redeposition coefficient, ψ, or the coagulation mechanism

• mass-depletion surface-area loss corresponds to a dissolution and redeposition mecha-
nism with a low value of ψ or the detachment mechanism

• intermediate values of ψ result in transitions from the mass-depletion regime to the
mass-conservation regime and the transition point is dependent on ψ as well as R0

• for low R0 and high ψ a dissolution and redeposition mechanism has similar model-based
characteristics to that of a coagulation mechanism

• for low R0 and negligible ψ a dissolution and redeposition mechanism has similar model-
based characteristics to that of a detachment mechanism

Moving towards our main goals of (i) establishing the practical relevance of the model, (ii)

systematically evaluating the model to reproduce experimental findings, and (iii) contributing

to mechanistic understanding via parameter extraction; we evaluate and validate the proposed

model across a broad range of available experimental data in Chapter 3.



Chapter 3

Evaluation of the Platinum Mass

Balance Model

3.1 Degradation mapping

The presented model and analyses in Section 2.5 and Figs. 2.3 and 2.4 can be applied to a

wide variety of experimental degradation data. Fig. 3.1 schematically shows the mappings

from mechanisms to model outputs and to experimental degradation data. In Section 1.3 we

gave a brief overview of some of the experiments that implemented ECSA, XRD, ICP-MS

and TEM methods to probe degradation. As we had emphasized, a missing link between the

proposed theoretical mechanisms and an interpretation of the experimental data existed. Our

model and analysis presented in Chapter 2 provided an initial link between the mechanistic

theories and experiment that now needs to be established and validated.

From our view ECSA loss data is the primary method by which to evaluate models because

it provides the highest degree of temporal resolution with a comparatively simple experimen-

tal set-up. Other techniques such as SAXS and IL-TEM as shown in Fig. 1.7 also provide

temporal resolution, however, the adoption of these secondary techniques for high throughput

catalyst degradation characterization is hindered by the technical complexity of the experimen-

tal methods.[26, 25] End-of-test methods such as XRD and TEM are more commonly used

to characterize catalyst degradation but lack any temporal resolution.

27
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Figure 3.1: Model to experiment degradation maps.

3.2 Accelerated stress testing

Fig. 3.3 gives a schematic diagram of typical AST protocols implemented to test ex situ

catalyst degradation.[68] Measurements of ECSA are performed every Q cycles in a potential

cycling AST or every Q time intervals in a potentiostatic AST. The measurements are labeled

by SjN and the protocol is repeated the desired number of times in order to induce decreases in

ECSA. For a potential cycling AST the potential cycle used to accelerate degradation usually

differs from the one used to measure ECSA. For example the AST potential cycle can be

either square-wave (�) or triangle-wave (△) and have lower (φlpl) and upper (φupl) potential
limits that differ from the requirements for ECSA measurements.

The ECSA measurement is based on cyclic voltammetry (CV) theory. In a typical CV

experiment the time-dependent working electrode potential (φ(t)) is ramped linearly versus

time from a specified φlpl to a φupl, this is termed the anodic scan. Once φupl is reached

the working electrode’s potential ramp is then inverted, decreasing linearly versus time from

φupl back to φlpl during the so-called cathodic scan. The ramp rate is termed the scan rate

(vs) in units V s
−1. For pseudocapacitive adsorption/desorption responses the time dependent
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Figure 3.2: A sample cyclic voltammagram for Pt nanoparticles supported on carbon showing

the hydrogen adsorption/desorption region. The total area represents the denominator and

the shaded cyan area alone represents the numerator on the right-hand-side of Eq. (3.1).

Accordingly, dividing the total shaded area by the cyan area gives a fractional value of 0.65.

The plotted data is from our collaborative project with the Automotive Fuel Cell Cooperation

and Tennessee Technical University.[68]

capacitance (C(t)) can be related to SjN via

S
j
N =

∫ t j
fn

t j
in

C(t)dt

∫ t j=0
fn

t j=0
in

C(t)dt
. (3.1)

The integration limits t jin and t
j
fn in Eq. (3.1) correspond to the hydrogen desorption region.

Two typical CV at ECSA = 1.00 and ECSA = 0.65 are shown in Fig. 3.2. The total shaded

area represents the denominator and the shaded cyan area alone represents the numerator

on the right-hand-side of Eq. (3.1). Accordingly, dividing the total shaded area by the cyan

area gives a fractional value of 0.65. A more refined technique of carbon-monoxide stripping

voltammetry can however give more accurate estimates of ECSA.[71]

3.3 Model-based evaluation I

From a model-evaluation and validation perspective the main parameters of the model, kdis,

krdp, kcgl, kdet and γPt are all dependent on potential and, only under certain simplifying as-

sumptions, can they be assumed constant. The ideal conditions for comparative model studies
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Figure 3.3: Schematic diagram of accelerated stress test profiles; potentiostatic (a), triangle-

wave potential cycling (b) and square-wave potential cycling (c).

are potentiostatic AST, i.e., Fig. 3.3a. It should be noted that a true potentiostatic compar-

ison between experimental AST ECSA loss and our model is not achievable since the ECSA

measurement itself can induce additional degradation effects. Nonetheless the potentiostastic

AST in Fig. 3.3a correlates closest with our assumption of constant parameters.

Degradation models in the literature have focused on Pt dissolution and suggest that Pt

mass loss primarily occurs through an electrochemical dissolution pathway as we had discussed

briefly in Chapter 1.[28, 11, 29, 30, 31] However, none of these studies have tried to discern

the difference in rates between oxide-mediated dissolution and electrochemical dissolution.

Wang and co-workers examined equilibrium concentrations of Pt ions resulting from the dis-

solution of Ptpc as a function of electrode potential. For potentials from 0.6 to 1.2 V, the

equilibrium Pt concentrations that they found were less dependent on potential than expected

for a typical 2-electron process, and completely independent of potential above 1.3 V.[72] The

authors interpreted the measured equilibrium concentrations in the potential invariant region

as evidence for oxide-mediated Pt dissolution. A similar study for Ptnp/C indicated that the

equilibrium concentrations of Pt were independent of potential from approximately 1.0 to 1.3
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V.[27] Ferreira et al. identified a weaker than expected potential dependence of equilibrium

concentrations of Pt for Ptnp/C from 0.9 to 1.0 V.[17] Yet, the potential dependence was

not evident from 1 to 1.05 V. An Article by Mitsushima et al. studied the solubility of a

Ptbk catalyst in acidic media.[73] In H2SO4 acid electrolyte and without an externally applied

potential, the solubility of Ptbk increased with decreasing pH, indicative of an acidic dissolution

mechanism. The solubility was higher in pure oxygen as compared to air, and it decreased

dramatically under a nitrogen atmosphere.

These studies illustrate that, although some controversy remains, the majority of find-

ings nurture the idea that oxide-mediated dissolution contributes significantly to overall Pt

dissolution at sufficiently high, constant, electrode potentials. However, the extent of this

contribution and the effect on equilibrium Pt concentrations in solution are currently unre-

solved.

The catalytic surface of Pt nanoparticles can be completely blocked by oxide species in 30

minutes at 0.85 V,[74] or in 25 s at 1.4 V.[75] Concomitantly, at high constant potentials,

there is an inherent loss in Pt activity due to the blockage of surface sites via the adsorption

of oxide species. Thus it is reasonable to assume that, above a constant potential of 1.0 V,

oxide coverage is high and any electrochemical path of dissolution is disengaged. Furthermore,

if the potential is below approximately 1.3 V, the rates of carbon corrosion are negligible and

the rates of particle detachment or coagulation could be assumed negligible. Accordingly

a hypothesized potentiostatic, “sweet-spot”, for model-based dissolution evaluation lies in a

region between approximately 1.0-1.3 V. Accordingly we looked within the available literature

to find studies which conform to our model-based evaluation constraints, namely ex situ studies

within a constant potential range of 1.0-1.3 V. This dissolution limit affords a parameter-free

formulation of the governing equations and is amendable to analytical solution as shown in

Ref. [59]. The analytical solution has two key aspects (i) the only input is the shape of

the PRD, which is rather generic so all dissolution data should be describable by the same

solution and (ii) the solution can serve as validation for numerical work as we have shown

in Ref. [54]. However, the implicit form of the analytical solution makes parametric analysis

and comparison with experiment more time-consuming and cumbersome than our numerical

approach. Therefore, from a validation and model evaluation viewpoint we work with the

numerical solution of our governing equations and re-visit our analysis in Ref. [59] with our

systematic numerical approach.
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In order to compare experimental results with our model results we propose that,

SN(τi) = SN(τast), (3.2)

where τast is the dimensionless time of the AST defined as,

τast = Uasttast. (3.3)

tast is the stress time in units of s for a potentiostatic AST or in units of cycles for a potential

cycling AST. Uast is the characteristic time of the accelerated stress test in units of s
−1 for

a potentiostatic AST or cycles−1 for a potential cycling AST. Unfortunately detailed and

systematic potentiostatic AST studies are not widely available. However, a study from Shao

et al. did show significant ECSA loss for an AST with a constant electrode potential of 1.2

V.[50] They also performed detailed beginning and end-of-test TEM analysis.[50] Accordingly

we analyze all mechanistic variants of the model and compare the distribution shapes from

TEM data at the prescribed ECSA loss value and then manually adjust Uast to give the temporal

correlation with ECSA loss data.

When comparing the end-of-test distribution we only compare the shape of the distribu-

tion, normalized to the distribution maximum, since the TEM analysis performed does not

have independent location resolution and therefore does not account for changes in particle

number density accurately. More refined approaches such as IL-TEM are required for a more

direct comparison between model and the experimental PRD. In Fig. 3.4 we show our model

comparison to potentiostatic ECSA loss data from Ref. [50]. Based solely on ECSA loss both

a dissolution and redeposition mechanism as well as a coagulation mechanism could describe

the observations in the 1.2 V study. However, PRD analysis reveals that only a dissolution

and redeposition mechanism would be consistent. Moreover, within our qualitative evaluation

of experimental error, both a strict dissolution mechanism (black line) and a dissolution and

redeposition mechanism (red line) could sufficiently describe the experimental observations.

We therefore must rationalize our extracted parameters in order to draw any conclusions on

the predominating mechanisms.
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Figure 3.4: Model-based evaluation of a potentiostatic accelerated stress test from Ref. [50]
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3.3.1 Mechanistic interpretations I

For our potentiostatic AST analyses either a strict dissolution or a dissolution and redeposition

mechanism could describe the experimental observations adequately. In order to validate

and analyze our results we equate the extracted Uast to
VmkdisC

ref
Pt

R0
for the dissolution and

redeposition mechanism analyses via Eq. (2.12) and compare these rates with experimental

values. Parameter interpretation via these relationships requires some background discussion

of the dissolution and redeposition mechanism within the context of the extracted parameters.

The product of our model parameters CrefPt kdis is equivalent to the Pt dissolution rate for

Ptpc.[59, 60] This can readily be seen by equating the mass of Ptpc to a particle of very large

size (r∞),

mPtpc = ρPt
4

3
πr∞

3. (3.4)

We then assume that r∞ >> R0 and that at short times C̄Pt(t) = 0 and Eq. (2.3) can now

be re-written as,
1

aPtpc

dmPtpc

dt
= −MPtkdisCrefPt , (3.5)

thus the rate of mass-loss per unit area (aPtpc) of a Ptpc electrode can be equated to the

parameters that we extract from ECSA loss analysis. Furthermore R0 can be equated to γPt

via Eq. (2.4).

The extracted parameters for the “best-fit” analyses of the potentiostatic AST study are

given in Table 3.1. Our extracted bulk dissolution rate for the 1.2 V study of kdisC
ref
Pt =

7.40 × 10−14 g cm−2 s−1 can be compared with the potentiostatic value reported for a 0.9
V study of kdisC

ref
Pt = 1.40× 10−14 g cm−2 s−1. In general, constant potential Pt dissolution

rates are not strongly dependent on potential at constant potentials above approximately 0.9

V,[76] thus our extracted dissolution rate compares with the experimental value.

It should be noted that the parameters extracted from our analytical solution based dis-

solution limit study in Ref. [59] provided good parameter estimates. More specifically, the

dissolution rate and surface tension from Ref. [59] and the values extracted in the analysis

here are comparable as shown in Table 3.1. Thus in the high constant potential limit where

oxide-mediated dissolution dominates, our dissolution limit analyses and associated analytical

solution work rather well. Nevertheless our re-analysis of the Shao et al. data from Ref. [59]

highlights the difficulty in interpreting experimental degradation data that is not systematic

nature.
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Here we briefly outline some systematic studies that would aid in model validation and anal-

ysis. Firstly, sequential investigations of the effect of potential, i.e., a set of constant potential

experiments probing the impact of changes in electrode potential. Secondly, investigation of

the effect of frequency of ECSA measurements in potentiostatic ASTs; as our model-based

analysis suggests ECSA loss data with high temporal resolution may be a requirement for

successful model-based evaluation and validation. We speculate that if the density of ECSA

measurements is too high then our constant parameter assumptions need to be refined as

assumptions of constant potential become unrealistic. Thirdly is the requirement of having at

least two independent degradation maps as shown in Fig. 3.1. Our analysis in Fig. 3.4 shows

that analysis of only ECSA measurements could be ambiguous from a mechanistic viewpoint;

only when we compare with both ECSA and TEM analysis can more accurate analyses be

performed and parameters extracted.

Despite the difficulties in analysis and validation, one general qualitative result from Ref.

[59] was that surface tension depends on potential. Differential surface tension measurements

on thin Ptpc electrodes have shown the effect of potential on γPt.[77] In general, changes in

potential cause changes in γPt which in turn cause the thin Ptpc electrode to bend. The angle

of deflection of the electrode can be measured and then be related to the bending moment of

the electrode and further to the radius of curvature and in turn differential surface tension data

can be extracted as a function of potential. In Ref. [77] differential surface tension was shown

to decrease in a quasi-linear fashion from 0.38 V to 1.08 V. Additionally, the thermodynamic

theory of electrocapillarity relates surface tension to surface composition, i.e., in our case

surface oxidation.[78]

The theoretical and experimental groundwork linking surface tension to surface oxidation

exists in a rough form. Our results showing dependencies of surface tension on potential are

therefore qualitatively consistent with current knowledge of the relationships between surface

tension and surface oxidation. It should be noted, however, that absolute values of surface

tension for Pt are not widely known; thus we can only rely on changes in surface tension that

can be extracted from systematic experiments combined with the diagnostic analyses that we

have presented.[77] Model comparison to systematic constant potential ECSA loss studies is

a requisite method to extract surface tension values as a function of potential. To the best of

our knowledge this is a unique approach for the evaluation of surface tension.
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Table 3.1: Extracted physical parameters from the analysis of potentiostatic accelerated stress

data from Fig. 3.4 and from Ref. [59].

φ (V) γPt (J m
−2) MPtkdisC

ref
Pt (g cm

−2 s−1) ψ

1.2 0.80 7.40× 10−14 40

1.2 Ref. [59] 0.79 6.53× 10−14 0

3.4 Model-based evaluation II

As we have shown in Section 3.3, our model gives reasonable results when compared with

available potentiostatic literature data and the dissolution rate and surface tension emerged as

key parameters. However, by in large, most ASTs are performed with potential cycles, i.e., Fig.

3.3b and 3.3c. Furthermore, the nature of ECSA measurements means that experiments with

high temporal resolution require a high number of potential cycles and accordingly assumptions

of constant potential are difficult to maintain. In these cases our main assumption that links our

theoretical model to experiment is that the number of potential perturbations j and the number

of SjN measurements are large enough that we can approximate the discrete experimental S
j
N

data by a continuous function SN(tast) where tast is time in units of cycles. Accordingly

our characteristic times in Eqs. (2.12), (2.13) and (2.14) are effective constant parameters,

averaged over the specific cycling protocol. In Ref. [60] we made a similar assumption to

analyze IL-TEM results with our model, however the temporal density of points was sparse in

that study and our analysis was limited to the dissolution only case. We re-visit this previous

study in Section 3.5.

Results of ASTs performed with our collaborating partners Automotive Fuel Cell Coop-

eration (AFCC) and Tennessee Technological University (TTU) are shown in Fig. 3.5. The

initial PRD was the same one as the one used in Eq. (2.19) in Section 2.5. The tests that

we analyzed probed the impact of φupl and temperature in an electrochemical cell with per-

chloric acid electrolyte of pH = 1. The AST had a △ potential perturbation as shown in Fig.
3.3b. For the φupl = 1.2 V data we have clipped the ECSA loss data at 0.5 to expedite our

diagnostic analyses in view of the convergence issues at low ECSA values associated with our

numerical approaches as outlined in Section 2.5 and Appendix A. Furthermore, as mentioned,

ECSA values lower than 0.5 generally fall below durability requirements of commercial PEFC.
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An interesting feature of the experimental data is that the rates of ECSA loss seem to

depend strongest on φupl. More specifically, in the semi-log plots of Figs. 3.5a and 3.5c the

slopes of the ECSA loss data are quasi-parallel for different temperatures with the same φupl

data set, however, the slopes of the lines are not parallel for the different φupl studied. Based

on these relationships we hypothesized that temperature differences induce changes in the

characteristic times of the degradation processes whereas changes in φupl may cause a change

in mechanistic parameters. We accordingly adjust the timescales of the experimental data via

changes in Uast in Eq. 3.3. The time-scaling and collapse of the quasi-parallel curves to a

universal curve is shown for φupl = 0.9 V in Fig. 3.5a to Fig. 3.5b and for φupl = 1.2 V in Fig.

3.5c to Fig. 3.5d. We chose the highest temperature ECSA loss data set to scale the rest of

the temperature data to. This choice of normalization is arbitrary and could as well have been

made for the lowest temperature data set.

In Fig. 3.6 we show comparisons between the experimental data in Fig. 3.5 and our

parametric analyses in Section 2.5. Our evaluation approach entailed:

• scale Uast by factors of 10 for the universal ECSA loss curves found in Fig. 3.5b and
Fig. 3.5d

• plot the universal experimental curves for the φupl = 0.9 V and φupl = 1.2 V studies
against our full parametric model study

– Figs. 3.6a and 3.6b compared the universal experimental curves with the detach-

ment and coagulation mechanisms

– Figs. 3.6c and 3.6d compared the universal experimental curves with the dissolution

and redeposition mechanism with a range of ψ values for R0 = 10 nm

– Figs. 3.6e and 3.6f compared the universal experimental curves with the dissolution

and redeposition mechanism with a range of ψ values for R0 = 6 nm

– Figs. 3.6g and 3.6h compared the universal experimental curves with the dissolution

and redeposition mechanism with a range of ψ values for R0 = 2 nm

• find plots in which the model to experiment correlations were reasonable

– Figs. 3.6c and 3.6d emerged as possible matches for the φupl = 0.9 V experimental

data, i.e., a dissolution and redeposition mechanism
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Figure 3.5: Plots of the experimental normalized electrochemically active surface-area loss data for experiments performed in a collaborative

project between the Automotive Fuel Cell Cooperation and Tennessee Technical University.[68]
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– Figs. 3.6b and 3.6h emerged as possible matches for the φupl = 1.2 V experimental

data, i.e., a coagulation mechanism or a dissolution and redeposition mechanism

• refine the possible match scenarios into more precise fits

– extract parameters from Fig. 3.7 as shown in Table 3.2

The plots that correlate closest with experiment are Figs. 3.6c and 3.6e for φupl = 0.9

V as well as Figs. 3.6b and 3.6h for φupl = 1.2 V. In Fig. 3.6h the best comparison is

for ψ = 1 × 103. The analysis indicates that only a dissolution and redeposition mechanism
can describe the data for φupl = 0.9 V and both a dissolution and redeposition as well as

coagulation mechanism could describe the data for φupl = 1.2 V.

Our “best-fit” results are shown in Fig. 3.7. In general, the correlations between model

and ECSA loss data are good. Mass loss data is not shown explicitly in Fig. 3.7 since there

was only one data point, thus our qualification of the correlation to mass-loss data can only

be deemed consistent from a qualitative viewpoint. Targeted mass-loss analysis at sequential

values of ECSA should be performed to furnish more quantitative relationships between the

model mass-loss output and experiment. We must emphasize here that our ECSA comparisons

were performed manually as illustrated in the progression from Fig. 3.5 to Fig. 3.7. For these

reasons explicit error analysis is not performed; more refined approaches can be developed

using optimized-fit routines coupled to our numerical code. One open-source example is the

package Dakota.[79] The development of optimized-fit routines has to be weighed against the

amount of experimental data and validation of our prescribed approach.

The parameters for our “best-fit” analyses are given in Table 3.2. Assuming that the Uast

followed an Arrhenius-type law

Uast = U
0
ast exp

(

−East
RT

)

(3.6)

we can also report the coefficient of determination R2, pre-exponential factors U0ast and acti-

vation energies East for the three mechanistic fits using simple linear regression analysis. The

extracted parameters are shown in rows 7-9 of Table 3.2.

Some ICP-MS results were reported from our collaborating partners and they were con-

sistent with a dissolution and redeposition mechanism having a comparatively high ψ. More

specifically, a non-detectable mass-loss at ECSA ≈ 0.65 in Fig. 3.7a for φupl = 0.9 V is
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Figure 3.6: Plots of the normalized electrochemically active surface-area loss data scaled by factors of 10 for experiments performed in

a collaborative project between the Automotive Fuel Cell Cooperation and Tennessee Technical University compared against the temporal

representations of our parametric model analysis performed in Section 2.5.[68]
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Figure 3.7: Plots of the model-based diagnostic analysis of data from a collaborative project

between the Automotive Fuel Cell Cooperation and Tennessee Technical University. A com-

plete description of the parameters used in the de-coupled model from Section 2.3 are given

in Table 3.2.[68]

consistent with the model and a mass-loss of 1% for ECSA ≈ 0.65 is consistent with Fig.
3.7b for φupl = 1.2 V.[68] It should be noted that a mass-loss of 1% is close to the detection

limit of ICP-MS. However, despite the qualitative consistency of the mass-loss data, our opin-

ion is that these mass-loss comparisons were not detailed enough to rule out a coagulation

mechanism. For example, coagulation could be coupled to a low rate of dissolution, which

may give rise to a small Pt concentration in solution. A second approach as we have shown

Section 3.3.1 is to relate our extracted parameters to physical processes and other tertiary

experiments not performed within the collaborative study.

3.4.1 Mechanistic interpretations II

In comparison to the effect of φupl the temperature dependence of Uast is not strong in all

cases studied and we accordingly use the average of our reported values in Tab. 3.2 rows 3-6

to perform our rescaling back to physical parameters. Our extracted physical parameters are

given in Table 3.3.
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Table 3.2: Parameters for the model-based analysis of electrochemical surface-area loss data from Fig. 3.7.

φupl = 0.9 V; i = dis; ψ = 5× 10
4; R0 = 7.00 nm φlpl = 1.2 V; i = dis; ψ = 1× 10

3; R0 = 1.75 nm φlpl = 1.2 V; i = cgl

T (K) Uast (cycle
−1) Uast (cycle

−1) Uast (cycle
−1)

298 7.0× 10−9 1.8× 10−4 3.0× 10−3

313 2.1× 10−8 2.4× 10−4 4.0× 10−3

328 4.9× 10−8 3.6× 10−4 6.0× 10−3

343 7.0× 10−8 6.0× 10−4 1.0× 10−2

R2 0.97 0.97 0.97

U0ast (cycles
−1) 0.46 1.54 3.31

East (kJ mol
−1) 44.37 22.61 −4.9× 10−6
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Table 3.3: Extracted physical parameters from the analysis of Table 3.2. The not applicable

(NA) notation is used to indicate that we were unable to associate the φupl = 0.9 V study

with a coagulation mechanism.

φupl (V) γPt (J m
−2) MPtkdisC

ref
Pt (ng cm

−2 cycles−1) kcgl (cycles
−1)

0.9 2.05 5.50× 10−4 NA

1.2 0.51 1.30 5.75× 10−3

One issue with a coagulation mechanism prognosis based on Fig. 3.7c for φupl = 1.2 V

is that, to the best of our knowledge, there is no explainable accelerating factor or physical

descriptor for the reason why coagulation would only be induced at φupl = 1.2 V as opposed

to φupl = 0.9 V. There have been some indications in the literature that carbon corrosion

is accelerated at a φupl above 1.2 V.[23] Accelerated carbon corrosion could be a trigger

for coagulation as interactions between the particles and the support weaken, making the

particles more susceptible to movement and coagulation. From our view these relationships

are speculative but cannot be ruled out based on this work.

From the viewpoint of the dissolution and redeposition mechanism there are some stronger

indications that link this mechanism with a strong dependence on φupl. It is widely accepted

that potential cycling accelerates the rate of Ptpc dissolution.[72, 24] A landmark study in

Ref. [24] utilizing an electrochemical scanning flow cell directly coupled to ICP-MS clearly

showed that only when φupl exceeds 1.15 V can a detectable Pt concentration be measured

during potential cycling of a Ptpc electrode. Moreover, detection of the dissolved Pt occurred

primarily during oxide-reduction, thus suggesting an oxide-mediated path of dissolution. For

a φupl of 1.2 V they extracted a Ptpc dissolution rate of approximately 1 ng cm
−2 cycles−1

which compares with our value of 1.30 ng cm−2 cycles−1. Furthermore our activation energy

of 22.61 kJ mol−1 reported in row 9 and column 3 of Table 3.2 compares closely with the

experimentally reported oxide-mediated activation energy of Pt dissolution of 25 kJ mol−1.[73]

In Ref. [60] we gave a survey of experimental surface tension values; the experimental range

was approximately 0.2-2.5 J m−2 for a potential range of 0.2 to 1.1 V.[77] Our diagnostic

range of 0.51-2.05 found here lies within an acceptable span of known surface tension values

for Pt. We should stress that absolute values of surface tension are not known precisely and

accordingly more insight can be gained from examining changes in surface tension with the
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potential cycle parameters or, preferably, systematic potentiostatic tests. However, from a

qualitative perspective we show that an increase in φupl correlates with a decrease in surface

tension. The φupl = 1.2 V cycle can viewed as a more oxidizing cycle, i.e., the catalyst surface

spends more time in a potential region in which oxide is formed on the surface in comparison

to the φupl = 0.9 V cycle. The trend of lower surface tension with increases in potential and

therefore oxidation of the catalyst is in line with experimental observations.[77]

The redeposition coefficient, ψ, in both the φupl = 0.9 V and the φupl = 1.2 V studies

were quite high, i.e., ψ = 5× 104 and ψ = 1× 103 respectively. The mass-moment temporal
evolution in Figs. 3.7a and 4.1 indicates that the systems are close to the saturation point of

redeposition in a mass-conservation regime. The redeposition coefficient is proportional to mv

and krdp as per Eq. (2.18). To the best of our knowledge there are no experimentally reported

values of the redeposition rate of Pt in these type of degradation experiments. Thus further

validation analysis is impeded at this point. However, from an experimental perspective the

impact of redeposition could be probed by systematically varying the volumetric Pt loading of

the catalytic medium or by varying the volume of electrolyte in contact with the catalyst.

3.5 Model-based evaluation III

In Section 3.3 we showed that our Pt mass balance model could be successfully applied to

evaluate temporally dense ECSA loss data. However, as we had mentioned in Chapter 1 an

IL-TEM study provides additional validation capabilities not accessible in studies based solely

on ECSA loss and end-of-test analyses of PRD or catalyst mass. Accordingly we perform a

model-based diagnostic evaluation of the IL-TEM work of Mayrhofer et al.[25]

The diagnostic approach follows the methods outlined in Section 3.3, however, the PRD

model outputs can now be compared directly with experiment, i.e. without the need to

normalize the PRD, and dynamically linked to the ECSA loss data. The full analysis is shown

in Fig. 3.8. In Fig. 3.8a we performed a fit of the initial PRD using Eq. (2.19) with constants

a = 1.38, b = 2.37, c = 0.41 and d = 0.45. We then sampled the various mechanistic cases

by comparing the shape of the distributions at ECSA = 0.69 in Fig. 3.8b and ECSA = 0.50

in Fig. 3.8c. One clear result was that the PRD shape evolution was consistent with a mass-

depletion regime, i.e., dissolution or detachment. In Fig. 3.8d we sampled the dimensionless

time-space of the experimental data for comparison with ECSA measurements. The cycle
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Figure 3.8: Model-based diagnostic evaluation of an independent location transmission electron microscopy catalyst degradation study from

Ref. [25].
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used in their AST protocol was a triangle-wave with vs = 1.0 V s
−1 and potential limits of

φlpl = 0.4 V and φupl = 1.4 V at T = 298 K.

The sparsity of data points in Fig. 3.8d make mechanism diagnosis unreliable. Indeed for

the cases we show, within speculated error, all but coagulation could be used to adequately

describe the experimental data. We therefore must interpret the parameters that we extract

from the analysis.

3.5.1 Mechanistic interpretations III

Similar with our analysis in Section 3.3, there have been some suggestions in the literature that

carbon corrosion is accelerated at a φupl above 1.2 V.[23, 10] Accelerated carbon corrosion

could be a trigger for detachment as interactions between the particles and the support weaken.

From our view these relationships are similar to the arguments put forth to describe enhanced

rates of coagulation and are therefore speculative. We can report a tentative detachment rate

of kdet = 1× 10−7 cycles−1.
For a dissolution mechanism we find that a lower R0 = 7.5 nm gives a good correlation

to the experimental data.1 As we did in Section 3.3.1 we can relate the extracted R0 and

associated Uast to γPt and the bulk Pt dissolution rate MPtkdisC
ref
Pt respectively. We find that

γPt = 1.90 J m
−2 and that MPtkdisC

ref
Pt = 0.013 ng cm

−2 cycles−1. Both parameters are

quite different than our φupl = 1.2 V analysis, γPt is a factor 4 larger and MPtkdisC
ref
Pt is 2

orders of magnitude smaller. Based solely on changes in φupl these differences are difficult to

rationalize. However, the AST in Section 3.3 and the AST in the Mayrhofer et al. differed

with respect to vs and φlpl. The vs in Section 3.3 was 0.12 V s
−1 whereas in the Mayrhofer

et al. study vs was 1.0 V s
−1 and the φlpl in Section 3.3 was 0.65 V whereas in the Mayrhofer

et al. φlpl study was 0.4 V. The rate of bulk Pt dissolution per potential cycle decreases with

increasing scan rate as shown in Ref. [24] as above vs = 0.1 V s
−1, the dissolution rate

decreases to less than 2 ng cm−2 cycles−1. These independent results are consistent with our

model-based evaluations, however, we cannot confidently rule out a detachment mechanism

based on the available data considering that the key experimental parameters, φupl, φlpl and

vs, are not probed sufficiently and the data does not have the required temporal density.

1The determination of the “best-fit” value of R0 is ambiguous for this experimental data set. We chose

the lower R0 because a lower value is more intuitively consistent with the increased surface oxidation at higher
potentials. In Ref. [60] we analyzed the high R0 case of 13 nm. Comparison of the analysis in Section 3.4 and
the analysis in Ref. [60] highlights the difficulties in working with data sets of low temporal density.
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3.6 Summary of results

The evaluation and validation of our Pt mass balance modelling approach, outlined and applied

in Chapter 3 lead to some important conclusions that dictated the further course of our work:

• in Section 3.3 we re-visited our potentiostatic AST evaluations

– we assumed that at high constant potential oxide-mediated dissolution prevails

– model evaluation of high constant potential ECSA loss data as well as beginning

and end-of-test PRD confirmed the prevalence of the dissolution mechanism with

only a slight influence of redeposition

– the extracted surface tension value was within known experimental ranges and the

extracted potentiostatic Pt dissolution rate compared with independent experimen-

tal data

– targeted high constant potential dissolution studies combined with model evaluation

is a novel approach for the extraction of Pt surface tension values as well as Pt

dissolution rates

• in Section 3.4 we evaluated potential cycling AST experiments performed with our col-
laborating partners AFCC and TTU

– we assumed that the high temporal density of ECSA measurements would allow

the use of effective, constant degradation rate parameters for model evaluation in

a potential cycling regime

– dissolution and redeposition was qualified, using model evaluation and validation, as

the most reasonable mechanism to describe the experimental observations though

we were not able rule out a coagulation mechanism definitively for the φupl = 1.2

V study

– the dissolution rate of Pt increased 4 orders of magnitude from φupl = 0.9 V to

φupl = 1.2 V

– the Pt surface tension decreased by a factor of 5 from φupl = 0.9 V to φupl = 1.2

V

– the extracted Pt dissolution rate and surface tension values as well as AST depen-

dent trends agreed with independent experimental results
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– the redeposition coefficient, ψ, in both the φupl = 0.9 V and the φupl = 1.2 V

studies were quite high, i.e., ψ = 5× 104 and ψ = 1× 103 respectively

• in Section 3.5 we re-evaluated a potential cycling AST that utilized IL-TEM

– dissolution and detachment could both describe ECSA loss and PRD evolution

– the extracted surface tension and Pt dissolution rate were within known experi-

mental ranges, however the temporal sparsity of data made specific mechanism

diagnosis inconclusive

• accelerated stress tests require high temporal density for adequate model evaluation

• key experimental controls are φ for constant potential AST and φlpl, φupl and vs for
potential cycling AST; they largely influence model parameters that can be related to

Pt dissolution and surface oxidation

Changes in γPt with φ in a potentiostatic AST and φlpl, φupl and vs in a potential cycling

AST are most readily correlated to changes in surface oxidation of the catalyst and since the

dissolution rate also changes significantly, an inextricable link between Pt surface oxidation, Pt

dissolution and ECSA loss naturally emerges from our analyses. A key area of further research

therein lies with furnishing a detailed understanding of Pt oxide formation and reduction as a

function of φ, φlpl, φupl and vs.



Chapter 4

Mechanistic Principles of Platinum

Oxidation

4.1 Overview of Pt oxide formation and reduction

Further to our analyses where we have shown the links between surface oxidation, surface

tension and surface-area loss for Ptnp/C catalysts; an overarching requirement for any Pt-

based catalyst is that it must be able to successfully navigate the delicate balance between

performance and durability. The fulcrum point is the relation between Pt oxide formation and

reduction with ORR activity and Pt dissolution. Understandably, electrochemical processes of

oxide formation and reduction at the Pt surface have attracted the attention of researchers

since the beginnings of fuel cell electrochemistry and detailed electrochemical analyses of the

catalyst has spanned a remarkable history.[80, 81, 82, 83, 84, 85, 86, 87, 88, 89, 90, 91, 92,

93, 94, 95, 96, 97, 98, 99, 100, 101, 102, 103, 104, 105, 106, 107, 108, 109, 76, 72, 24]

CV is the primary tool to study oxide formation and reduction at Pt catalysts. In Section

3.2 we gave an overview of the experimental aspects of CV. The CV trace can be interpreted

both qualitatively and semi-quantitatively and is used to infer mechanistic aspects of the oxide

formation and reduction processes. Secondary methods such as electrochemical X-ray pho-

to-electron spectroscopy (EC-XPS), electrochemical quartz crystal micro-balance (EQCM),

Auger electron spectroscopy (AES), AFM, scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) and density

functional theory (DFT) can as well be used to probe mechanistic aspects of oxide formation

and reduction. However, a missing key ingredient is an electrochemical kinetic model; this

49
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ingredient is the diagnostic tool by which primary electrochemical data from CV can be related

to the spectroscopic, imaging and theoretical data available; in turn providing a consistent and

clear interpretation of the surface processes.

For Ptpc in acidic media, features in CV from approximately 0.6 V to 1.2 V have been

assigned to oxide formation and reduction processes. Integration of peaks in the oxide region

of CV gives the total charge of the respective oxidation and reduction process. This analysis

reveals that a greater amount of charge is transferred during oxide formation in comparison

to oxide reduction.[86]

A logarithmic growth law for oxide formation on Ptpc has been observed.[104, 98, 105,

106, 107, 108] The growth law was deduced by potentiostating at oxidizing potentials for a

period of time and then performing a potential sweep to lower potentials. A plot of the charge

transferred during reduction of the layer in the reverse potential sweep as a function of the log-

arithm of time held at the oxidizing potential gave a linear relationship. The logarithmic form

of the anodic oxidation process had been explained as a variant of the Mott-Cabrerra model

for thin-film oxidation,[104, 108] within a nucleation and growth based model,[105] within the

scope of a point-defect model,[106] within a Monte-Carlo diffusion-reaction model,[107] and

within a place-exchange model.[109] The above citations indicate that a simple logarithmic

growth law can be derived in several ways. Each of the models is consistent with a restricted

set of experimental observations yet none of them are consistent with more general potentio-

dynamic measurements, i.e., the irreversibility of oxidation observed in CV experiments. More

specifically, the logarithmic growth law does not correlate with the observed hysteresis in CV

experiments.[110, 111, 112]

A model of Ptpc oxidation processes must be related to a description of oxidation processes

at single-crystal Pt surfaces. Tilak et al. used this supposition and developed a Ptpc oxidation

model that used a mixing of oxidation processes various single-crystal facets.[110] The model,

similar to a kinetic model by Appleby,[112] proposed a sequence of oxidation steps from water

to hydroxide to oxygen. The results were consistent with the anodic features of the CV but

were unable to provide a consistent picture of the voltammetry behaviour through the entire

potential cycle.

The kinetic modelling work by Tilak et al. as well as Appleby predated electrochemical

single-crystal studies.[113, 114, 115, 116, 84, 92, 82, 117] Of the single-crystal facets studied,

Pt(111) (Pt111sc ) has the highest symmetry and clearest separation of processes in CV. Fig. 4.1
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Figure 4.1: Qualitative plot of a typical Pt(111) cyclic voltammagram in non-adsorbing elec-

trolyte at low scan rate together with a schematic view of surface processes that correspond

to the features in the cyclic voltammetry trace. A brief description of a cyclic voltammetry

experiment is given in Section 3.2.

shows a typical Pt111sc CV in non-adsorbing acidic electrolyte for low scan rates together with

a qualitative schematic interpretation of the CV features. We stress here that the diagram

and processes outlined are for schematic purposes only. In general, peaks represent transitions

in the Pt111sc surface state as the detected charge is a result of charge transfer due to either

adsorption (detect positive change in charge) or desorption (detect negative change in charge).

Mirrored symmetric features i and vi as well as ii and v give the so-called “butterfly” feature

commonly observed in the potential range of 0.7- 0.8 V. Qualitatively we have shown in the

schematic diagram that the peaks could arise due to sequential steps in adsorption of OH at

the Pt111sc surface. Non-symmetric features iii and iv are indicative of an irreversible process

where we have indicated that the formation of OO on the Pt111sc surface is the source of

irreversibility.

The well-defined Pt111sc surface allows some of these voltammetric features to be studied

theoretically. Koper et al. used Monte-Carlo simulations, Viswanathan et al. used a first-

principles method and Berná et al. used a steady-state mean field model to study surface

phenomena in the butterfly region.[118, 119, 113] Each method or model described above

relies on the assumption that vs in the CV is slow enough to ensure that changes in the
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state of electrochemical adsorption/desorption follow potential changes instantaneously; an

assumption that seems to work well in the reversible region of the CV but not in the irreversible

region.

As illustrated in the above discussion, a potentiodynamic analysis, considering both forward

and reverse potential scans of a Pt111sc CV is unavailable. Accordingly we present a mechanism

and potentiodynamic model of the different stages of electrochemical oxide formation and

reduction at the Pt111sc surface. We apply the model to a set of experimental CV of Pt
111
sc in

0.1 M HClO4,[120] extracting kinetic parameters for the electrochemical surface processes.

The parameters are compared with available reference data and rationalized within the scope

of current theories and experiments related to Pt oxide formation and reduction.

4.2 Electrochemical kinetic model

The double-peak character of the butterfly region suggests that the kinetic model of Pt111sc

oxide formation and reduction should distinguish at least two types of surface sites, labeled

with subscripts A and B. Assignment of A and B to specific surface sites will be discussed in

Section 4.3. Assuming adsorption of hydroxide from water,[121] the initial stages of oxidation

within the butterfly region are given by reaction h = 1,

PtA + HOHaq ⇋ PtAOH+ H
+ + e−, (4.1)

and reaction h = 2

PtB + HOHaq ⇋ PtBOH+ H
+ + e−, (4.2)

where PtA and PtB denote free A and B sites. The adsorbed PtAOH and PtBOH could originate

from an electrochemical reaction with an ordered hexagonal-type water structure that has been

reported both experimentally and theoretically.[122, 123, 124] Surface induced polar ordering of

water has been shown for Pt111sc .[125] At room temperature in an electrochemical environment

below ≈ 0.4 V water at the Pt surface is randomly oriented; however above ≈ 0.4 V water
begins to order as suggested by Fourier transform absorption-reflection measurements of Pt111sc

in perchloric acid.[126]

Eqs. (4.1) and (4.2) are equivalent to the mechanism proposed by Berná et al., except

that instead of two types of water and subsequently two different hydroxide species, we have
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proposed that hydroxide adsorbs at two different surface sites. Wakisaka et al. used EC-XPS

to propose that features in the butterfly region could be attributed to adsorbed HOHad and

OHad.[127] However, the Wakisaka et al. spectroscopic assignments could as well have been

made using a two-site hypothesis as mentioned in their supporting information and put forth

in our work.[127]

A more direct method, electrochemical STM, was applied to Pt111sc CV by Wakisaka et

al.[128] They showed that the Pt111sc surface did not exhibit changes due to adsorption in the

butterfly region. The authors attributed this observation to OHad surface diffusion or a rapid

exchange reaction with water.[128] At higher potentials, in the range from approximately 0.9

to 1.30 V, formation of an adsorbed oxygen species was observed.[128] Thus we propose that

adsorbed hydroxides, PtAOH and PtBOH, are oxidized further via reaction h = 3

PtAOH⇋ PtAO+H
+ + e−, (4.3)

and reaction h = 4

PtBOH⇋ PtBO+H
+ + e−. (4.4)

We assume a third-site, C, is required to facilitate the association of PtAO and PtBO to form

PtCOO. The reaction h = 5 is

PtC + PtAO+ PtBO
association−−−−−−→ PtCOO, (4.5)

where PtC denotes a free C site. This is the last step in the oxidation sequence considered.

We assume that active PtA and PtB sites are not regenerated upon the occupation of free

site PtC via formation of PtCOO. This assumption is in line with the proposition that PtCOO

is a stable, irreversible phase as suggested by Gómez-Márin et al. based on their alternating

current voltammetry experiment.[120] On reduction, since PtCOO dissociation barriers are

unfavorable and the source of irreversibility,[129] PtCOO is reduced to PtAOH and PtBOH via

electro-reduction reaction h = 6

PtCOO+ 2H
+ + 2e−

electro-reduction−−−−−−−−−−→ PtAOH+ PtBOH+ PtC, (4.6)

PtAOH and PtBOH can be reduced further via the reverse reactions of Eqs. (4.1) and (4.2)

respectively. The reaction in Eq. 4.6 could be detailed further into the steps of associative
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reduction as put forth in Refs. [130] and [129] for example. However, for consistency with CV

these details are not required. Eqs. (4.1)-(4.6) are formulated into a set of kinetic differential

equations. Coverage variables for adsorbate x at surface site y (θxy (t)) are θ
OH
A (t), θ

OH
B (t),

θOA (t), θ
O
B (t), θ

OO
C (t), θA(t), θB(t) and θC(t). The variables are normalized to the number of

Pt atoms per unit area of Pt111sc and given by Γmax = 1.5× 1015 mol cm−2. The coverage of
initial surface species is zero and the initial fraction of active sites for site y per Pt atom of a

Pt111sc surface is fy .

The kinetic differential equations for the adsorbed species are

dθOHA (t)

dt
= θA(t)k+1 − θOHA (t)k−1 − θOHA (t)k+3 + θOA (t)k−3 + θOOC (t)k6, (4.7)

dθOHB (t)

dt
= θB(t)k+2 − θOHB (t)k−2 − θOHB (t)k+4 + θOB (t)k−4 + θOOC (t)k6, (4.8)

dθOA (t)

dt
= θOHA (t)k+3 − θOA (t)k−3 − θC(t)θOA (t)θOB (t)k5, (4.9)

dθOB (t)

dt
= θOHB (t)k+4 − θOB (t)k−4 − θC(t)θOA (t)θOB (t)k5, (4.10)

and
dθOOC (t)

dt
= θC(t)θ

O
A (t)θ

O
B (t)k5 − θOOC (t)k6. (4.11)

Conversely the set of kinetic differential equations for sites PtA, PtB and PtC are

dθA(t)

dt
= −θA(t)k+1 + θOHA (t)k−1, (4.12)

dθB(t)

dt
= −θB(t)k+2 + θOHB (t)k−2, (4.13)

and
dθC(t)

dt
= −θC(t)θOA (t)θOB (t)k5 + θOOC (t)k6. (4.14)

The forward (+h) rate constants (k+h) in units s
−1 for reversible reactions (4.1), (4.2),
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(4.3) and (4.4) where h = 1, 2, 3, 4 are given by

k+1 = a1 exp

(

F

2RT
(φ(t)− φ1)

)

exp
( ω1

RT
θOHA (t)

)

, (4.15)

k+2 = a2 exp

(

F

2RT
(φ(t)− φ2)

)

exp
( ω2

RT
θOHB (t)

)

, (4.16)

k+3 = a3 exp

(

F

2RT
(φ(t)− φ3)

)

exp
( ω3

RT
θOA (t)

)

, (4.17)

k+4 = a4 exp

(

F

2RT
(φ(t)− φ4)

)

exp
( ω4

RT
θOB (t)

)

. (4.18)

The reverse (−h) rate constants (k−h) in units s
−1 are given by

k−h =
ah
2

k+h
, (4.19)

where the pre-exponential factors (ah) in units of s
−1 have implicit dependencies on water and

proton activity. The number of electrons transferred in reactions (4.1) to (4.4) are 1, and we

assume that the electron transfer coefficient is α = 1
2
. Faraday’s constant is given by F . A

reference potential for reaction h is given by φh and the triangle-wave electrode potential is

given by

φ(t) =
φupl − φlpl

π
arcsin

(

sin

(

πvs

φupl − φlpl
t − π
2

))

+
φupl − φlpl
2

+ φlpl, (4.20)

where φlpl = 0.65 V and φupl = 1.15 V. The ωh terms, with units J mol
−1, in Eqs. (4.15),

(4.16), (4.17) and (4.18) phenomenologically account for variations in adsorption energies

among different sites as found in Ref. [57] as well as the variations in adsorption energies

among different adsorbate species as found in Ref. [131], for example. Rate constants for the

irreversible steps of PtCOO formation and reduction are

k5 = a5 exp
( ω5

RT
θOOC (t)

)

, (4.21)

and

k6 = a6 exp

(

− F

RT
(φ(t)− φ6)

)

exp
(

− ω6
RT

θOOC (t)
)

. (4.22)
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Potential dependency in Eq. (4.21) is omitted because there are no electrons transferred.

We have assumed that the PtCOO electro-reduction reaction, Eq. (4.22), occurs via a series

2-electron pathway.[132] As discussed previously when we introduced Eq. (4.6) we do not

consider the intermediates in the oxygen reduction mechanism as they are difficult to define

explicitly and furthermore because detailed oxygen-reduction mechanistic considerations are

beyond the scope of the model presented here.[132, 130, 129]

The time-dependent electrode current (j(t)) in µA cm−2 can be written as

j(t)

FΓmax
=

CPtdl
FΓmax

dφ(t)

dt
+ θOOC (t)

C
PtCOO
dl

FΓmax

dφ(t)

dt

+ θA(t)k+1 + θB(t)k+2 + θ
OH
A (t)k+3 + θ

OH
B (t)k+4

− θOHA (t)k−1 − θOHB (t)k−2 − θOA (t)k−3 − θOB (t)k−4 − θOOC (t)k−5,

(4.23)

where CPtdl = 4 µF is the double-layer capacitance of a bare Pt
111
sc surface and C

PtCOO
dl = 34 µF

is the double-layer capacitance of the oxidized Pt111sc surface. The double-layer capacitance of

the oxidized Pt surface was extracted from the alternating current experiment of Gómez-Márin

et al.[120, 133] The time-dependent capacitance is given as

C(t) =
j(t)

vs
. (4.24)

The model parameters are the products ah exp
(

Fφh
2RT

)

for h = 1, 2, 3 and 4, ah exp
(

Fφh
RT

)

for

h = 6, ωh for h = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6 as well as fy for y = A, B and C as well as a5. Although

the proposed model simplifies Pt111sc oxide formation and reduction as much as possible, it is

comprised of a total of 14 parameters. In order to determine a consistent set of parameters

we have used the extensive CV work of Gómez-Márin et al. to fit the model and extract

parameters.[120] The model is further compared with EC-XPS data from Wakisaka et al. and

our extracted parameters are rationalized with available DFT calculations as well as simple

Pt111sc surface-site geometry calculations.[57, 127]

4.3 Model-based evaluation of Pt(111) cyclic voltammetry

The comparison of model results with experiments is given in Figs. 4.2a-4.2f and the potential-

dependent coverages are shown in Figs. 4.2g-4.2l. Scan rate values are indicated on each
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plot. Using the given scan rate, Eqs. (4.7)-(4.14) were solved numerically to generate the

relationships between coverage, capacitance and potential. A sample Python script used for

the calculation to reproduce Fig. 4.5 is given in Appendix B and takes approximately 30 s to

run. All calculations were performed on a laptop computer with a 2.4 GHz processor using

open-source Python code with SciPy and matplotlib packages.[134]

We fixed a1 = a2 = a3 = a4 = a5 = a6 = 6× 103 s−1 leaving φ1, φ2, φ3, φ4, φ6, ω1, ω2,
ω3, ω4, ω5, ω6, fA, fB and fC as adjustable parameters. For the correlations presented in Fig.

4.2 we found that fA = 0.25, fB = 0.25 and fC = 0.5; the remaining parameters of the model

are given in Table 4.1 where we have used the relationship

Ehads =
ωh

eNA
, (4.25)

with e = 1.60217657×10−19 C and NA = 6.02214129×1023 mol−1, to report the adsorption
energies found from model analysis in eV. The correlations between model and experiment

were sensitive to the values of φh, ωh as well as fA, fB and fC. The values of fA and fB,

with the presumption that they are the same, essentially scale Eq. (4.24) and thus adjust the

scale on the y-axis of the plots in Fig. 4.2. The value of fC did not affect the correlations

between model and experimental CV as long as fC > 0.5. The values of φh determined the

peak positions and the sign of ωh determined peak shapes; a positive value of ωh gives a broad

CV peak and a negative value gives a sharp CV peak, while the magnitude of ωh determined

the extent of broadness and sharpness. We manually adjusted these parameters to give the

correlations in Fig. 4.2.

Fig. 4.2a gives the clearest visual separation of individual processes. We therefore refer to

the features of this plot for explanation of the kinetic processes. The processes of PtAOH and

PtBOH formation and reduction, i.e., Eqs. (4.1) and (4.2) are reversible up to a scan rate of

vs = 1.0 V s
−1. A positive ω1 gives the broad peak shape at 0.7 V whereas the sharp peak

shape at 0.8 V occurs due to a negative ω2. The large, irreversible peak in anodic direction is

attributed to the processes of PtAO and PtBO formation and association to form PtCOO.

Discrepancies between model and experiment occur primarily in the high potential regime

(shaded red and purple areas in Fig. 4.2) and to a lesser extent at lower potentials (shaded

green and orange areas in Fig. 4.2). The shaded orange area (low potential, anodic and

cathodic scan directions) emerges at the highest of scan rates and we hypothesize that diffusion
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Figure 4.2: Comparison of the presented model with CV data from Gómez-Márin et al. (a-f)

as well as model calculated coverages corresponding to the CV’s (g-l).[120] Model parameters

are given in Table 4.1. The shaded red, purple and green areas highlight discrepant regions

between model and experiment.
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effects may be the source of this discrepancy as local pH variations at the interface may

occur.[120] With increasing scan rate from Fig. 4.2b to 4.2f the area of the red region (high

potential, forward scan) decreases and the areas of the green (high potential, reverse scan) and

purple (low potential, reverse scan) regions correspondingly increase in proportional amounts.

We speculate that the systemic discrepancies may be due to the initial stages of reversible

Pt111sc surface-restructuring or the result of further oxidation processes not considered in the

current kinetic scheme. The former seems more realistic as experiments show that when φupl

is extended beyond 1.15 V or if the potential is held at 1.15 V for 24 h, irreversible disordering

of the Pt111sc surface occurs.[135, 136] Inclusion of dynamic surface disordering lies beyond

the scope of the current version of the model. However, we speculate that such processes

are an important consideration for further refinement as they may be strongly related with

accelerated Pt dissolution due to potential cycling.

Despite the discrepancies mentioned above, the correlation between the proposed kinetic

model and the CV experiments in Figs. 4.2a-4.2f is convincing. We consider CV as the

primary means for model evaluation. For secondary evaluation, we compare in Fig. 4.3

species’ coverages calculated in the model with coverages determined by de-convolution of

EC-XPS data of Wakisaka et al.[127] It should be noted that the de-convoluted EC-XPS data

was recorded for a sequence of constant potential holds of 300 s; therefore, we compare the

Wakisaka et al. data under potentiostatic conditions of the model, vs = 0, using previously

determined parameters from the CV analysis in Table 4.1. Also, the electrolyte solution was

0.01 M HF, not 0.1 M HClO4 as in our parametric CV analysis. Furthermore, Wakisaka et al.

used a monolayer matrix factor to scale the normalized photoelectron intensity to give a value

for coverage; we argue that the value of the monolayer matrix factor is somewhat arbitrary in

this context and we thus scale the Wakisaka et al. data from Ref. [127] to give a maximum

coverage of 0.25 in accordance with our fA and fB values.[137] We perform this re-scaling for

comparative purposes only.

From a qualitative viewpoint there are two positive aspects that can be concluded from

the comparison of our CV-based results with the EC-XPS experiments shown in Fig. 4.3: (i)

general trends in coverage changes with potential are similar and (ii) all surface-species are

limited to a fractional coverage well below 1. Despite the consistencies there are a number

of deviations. Wakisaka et al. assign different species than the surface species proposed

in our model. However, as mentioned previously, Wakisaka et al. show in their supporting
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Figure 4.3: A comparison of potentiostatic (vs = 0) species coverage with electrochemical X-

ray photoelelectron spectroscopy data from Wakisaka et al.[127] Model parameters are given

in Table 4.1. The data from Ref. [127] were scaled to give a maximum coverage of 0.25.

information that surface-site heterogeneity could as well have been used to deconvolute the

EC-XPS data.[127] Considering that the EC-XPS comparisons are somewhat qualitative, for

tertiary evaluation, we compare our extracted adsorption energies with available DFT data.

The difference in adsorption energies between PtAOH (E
1
ads) and PtBOH (E

2
ads) as well

as PtAO (E
3
ads) and PtBO (E

4
ads) are found to be 0.340 and 0.330 eV respectively as shown

in Table 4.1. The DFT study in Ref. [57] gives a difference in oxygen adsorption energies

between face centered-cubic (fcc) and hexagonal close-packed (hcp) hollow sites of 0.350

eV. A DFT study from Abild-Pedersen et al. established that OH and O adsorption energies

scale with each other for various transition-metal surfaces,[138] we find here that OH and O

adsorption energies may also scale with site specificity and correspondingly propose that we can

assign PtA as Ptfcc and PtB as Pthcp.[57] The adsorption energy difference that we calculate

between E3ads and E
5
ads is comparable to the difference between E

3
fcc and the adsorption energy

of a bridge (brg) site, E5brg, thus we can tentatively assign PtC as Ptbrg.[57]

Given that PtA and PtB sites are assigned to fcc and hcp sites respectively we can use

geometrical arguments to justify the initial active site fraction values of ffcc = 0.25 and

fhcp = 0.25. In Fig. 4.4 we show a Pt
111
sc unit cell with labeled fcc and hcp sites. The circled

fcc site has 3 nearest neighbour hcp sites and the circled hcp site has 3 nearest neighbour fcc

sites. If we assume that the nearest neighbour hollow sites, labeled with X, are inactive the

fractional balance of active fcc and hcp sites works out to be 1 fcc site and 1 hcp site per the 4

Pt atoms of the indicated unit cell thus giving the fractions ffcc = 0.25 and fhcp = 0.25. Similar

assumptions of in-active nearest neighbour sites have been invoked in previous theoretical
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Table 4.1: Parameters for the model-based analysis of the Pt111sc CV’s from Ref. [120] in Fig. 4.2. The rate constants for the model analysis

in Fig. 4.2 were a1 = a2 = a3 = a4 = a5 = a6 = 6×103 s−1 and the initial active site fractions were fA = 0.25, fB = 0.25 and fC = 0.50. The
reference potential φ5 is assigned as not applicable (NA) since the corresponding reaction, Eq. (4.5), has no electron-transfer. Differences

in adsorption energies found via CV analysis in this work are also compared to site specific oxygen adsorption energies for Pt111sc calculated

using DFT in Ref. [57].

h φh (V) Ehads =
ωh
eNA

(eV) adsorbate

1 0.650 −0.220 PtAOH

2 0.830 +0.120 PtBOH

3 1.145 −0.330 PtAO

4 1.145 +0.000 PtBO

5 NA +0.180 PtCOO

6 0.630 −0.025 PtCOO

adsorption energy differences from CV analysis oxygen adsorption energy differences from Ref. [57]
∣

∣E1ads − E2ads
∣

∣ = 0.340 eV
∣

∣

∣Efccads − E
hcp
ads

∣

∣

∣ = 0.350 eV
∣

∣E3ads − E4ads
∣

∣ = 0.330 eV
∣

∣

∣Efccads − E
hcp
ads

∣

∣

∣ = 0.350 eV
∣

∣E3ads − E5ads
∣

∣ = 0.510 eV
∣

∣

∣
Efccads − E

brg
ads

∣

∣

∣
= 0.480 eV
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Figure 4.4: A schematic diagram of a Pt111sc unit cell. Active face-centered-cubic and

hexagonal-close-packed sites are labeled with F and H respectively. The circled fcc site has 3

nearest neighbour hcp sites, the circled hcp site has 3 nearest neighbour fcc sites. The circled

nearest neighbour hollow sites are presumed inactive and labeled with X.

studies of adsorption at well-defined surfaces.[118, 139] Geometrical assignment of the active

site fraction of fC > 0.50 would be too speculative at this stage since our presented model

only gives a lower bound on the initial active site fraction for site C.

With model to experiment correlations being convincing and our parameters being consis-

tent with DFT and geometrical data we extend our analysis to CV of Ptpc within the potential

range of 0.65-1.15 V in 0.5 M HClO4.[140] As mentioned previously, researchers have assumed

that the mechanism of oxide formation and reduction at Pt111sc could be related to the oxide

formation and reduction processes at Ptpc. In Fig. 4.5 we show a comparison between the

model and an experimental CV for Ptpc from Ref. [140] as well as the corresponding XPS

data from Ref. [127]. Overall the comparison is as good as could be expected from the basic

model approach. In Fig. 4.5a the onset of oxidation occurs at a slightly lower potential in the

model than experiment and in Fig. 4.5b we find that potentiostatic PtAOH, PtBOH, PtAO

and PtBO coverages remain quite low at potentials higher than 700 mV whereas experimental

HOHad, OHad and Oad coverages vary appreciably. The experimental rise in OHad and Oad co-

incides with the increase in PtCOO coverage with increasing potential. We re-emphasize that

EC-XPS comparisons are only qualitative given the intrinsic inaccuracies of the de-convolution

methods.

Parameters implemented to generate the model CV are given in Table 4.2. The initial active

site fractions were the same as for the Pt111sc analysis, however, the adsorption energies and
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Figure 4.5: A comparison of the presented model with polycrystalline Pt CV data from Ref.

[140] as well as a comparison of potentiostatic (vs = 0) species coverage with EC-XPS data

from Wakisaka et al.[127] The data from Ref. [127] was scaled to give a maximum coverage

of 0.25. Model parameters are given in Table 4.2.

products ah exp
(

Fφh
RT

)

differed. Namely we find that ah exp
(

αFφh
RT

)

and Ehads are degenerate

for h = 1-4. Comparing Table 4.1 and 4.2 we find that, in addition to being degenerate, the

adsorption energies have shifted to more negative values. For example, PtAOH had shifted

from −0.22 to −2.50 eV giving a corresponding difference of 2.28 eV. A DFT calculation
given in Ref. [138] found a similar shift in OH adsorption energies from −1.69 eV for a Pt111sc
surface to −3.25 eV for a stepped Pt surface. The difference between OH adsorption energies
at Pt111sc and stepped surfaces calculated in Ref. [138] is 1.56 eV which can be compared with

our calculated value of 2.28 eV for the difference between OH adsorption energies at Pt111sc

and Ptpc surfaces.

We must stress that interpretation of the Ptpc parameter set is somewhat speculative; we

present these results here to show that there is a qualitative consistency between our outlined

mechanisms of oxide formation and reduction on Pt111sc and the processes that occur Ptpc.

We plan on extending the Ptpc investigation to a wide range of scan rates as well as potential

windows and furnishing the qualitative relationships into more quantitative relationships as we

have shown for Pt111sc .

4.4 Summary of results

We have presented a potentiodynamic model for Pt111sc that relates all oxidation and reduction

processes in the range from 0.65 V to 1.15 V within a consistent electrochemical theory. This
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Table 4.2: Parameters for the model-based analysis of the Ptpc CV from Ref. [140] in Fig.

4.5. The rate constants for the model analysis in Fig. 4.5 were a1 = a2 = a3 = a4 = a5 =

a6 = 5×102 s−1 and the initial active site fractions were fA = 0.25, fB = 0.25 and fC = 0.50.
The reference potential φ5 is assigned as not applicable (NA) since the corresponding reaction,

Eq. (4.5), has no electron-transfer.

h φh (V) Ehads =
ωh
eNA

(eV) adsorbate

1 0.780 −2.500 PtAOH

2 0.780 −2.500 PtBOH

3 0.780 −2.500 PtAO

4 0.780 −2.500 PtBO

5 NA −1.000 PtCOO

6 0.580 −0.600 PtCOO

potential range coincides with the main operational regime of a polymer electrolyte fuel cell.

The kinetic model considered elementary electrochemical kinetic processes and accounted for

the effect of surface-site heterogeneity with coverage dependent adsorption energies. The

model was evaluated with experimental CV from Gómez-Márin et al. using scan rates that

varied over 5 orders of magnitude.[120] Predicted potentiostatic coverages based on parame-

ters determined from the CV analysis were also compared with an EC-XPS study by Wakisaka

et al.[127] and our extracted adsorption energies were compared with DFT studies.[57] We

lastly extended the model to an initial analysis of CV and EC-XPS data for Ptpc, demonstrating

the versatility of the model.[140, 127]

Overall the proposed mechanism and associated model were consistent with the major-

ity of electrochemical, spectroscopic and theoretical data available in the reviewed literature

for Pt111sc . Unifying research from such a wide variety of sources is rare and allows us to

conclude that the presented model provides a rather complete description of the surface elec-

trochemical process of Pt111sc oxidation and reduction. Electrochemical reduction of PtOO is

the cathodically limiting process and the source of irreversibility observed in CV. The dual role

of dissociative and associative pathways for PtOO formation and reduction that we find via CV

analysis is in line with current theoretical knowledge of the oxygen reduction mechanism.[130]

The analysis that we have presented outlines a framework for further studies into oxide

formation and reduction at Ptpc as well as at supported Pt nanoparticles and further alloyed
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catalysts. The demonstrated methodology can be utilized to test proposed reaction sequences

as well as extract fundamental electrocatalytic parameters, namely, rate constants and ad-

sorption energies; the benchmark parameters for potential catalysts. Precise knowledge of

mechanisms and parameters that govern oxide formation and reduction at Pt surfaces is an

indispensable prerequisite for evaluating the relationship between ORR activity and the kinet-

ics of corrosive Pt dissolution. Both, high ORR activity and high stability against corrosive

dissolution are primary objectives in massive research programs focusing on development of

highly performing catalyst materials and catalyst layers.



Chapter 5

Conclusions

5.1 Overview of main results

We have introduced a modeling framework for surface-area loss and mass balance phenomena

in supported Pt nanoparticle catalysts. Based on theories developed by Lifshitz and Slyozov,

Wagner, and Smoluchowski, the equations account for surface-area loss mechanisms involving

dissolution, redeposition, coagulation and detachment. We examined the effect of these basic

mechanisms on temporal evolution of the normalized mean particle radius, surface-area and

mass moments of a typical Pt particle radius distribution.

Scaling relationships between the moments of the particle radius distribution were analyzed.

We found that, in general, linear relationships between temporally evolving moments were

an indication of dissolution or detachment dominated behaviour in a mass-depletion regime

whereas deviations from linearity were an indication of redeposition or coagulation processes

that occur in a mass-conservation regime. A sine hyperbolic scaling relationship between

increasing normalized mean particle radius and decreasing normalized surface area was observed

in the mass-conservation limit.

We extended our parametric analysis to a model validation and evaluation study through

an extensive set of accelerated stress tests that probed surface-area loss. Firstly we looked at

a potentiostatic AST at high constant potential exploring a potential region in which oxide-

mediated Pt dissolution should prevail and a region for which an analytical solution of the

governing equation was obtainable. Although the available experimental data for comparison

in this regime was limited we were able to confirm our initial hypothesis that the dissolution

mechanism dominates under the prescribed conditions and that the effects of redeposition

66
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were minimal. Our extracted values of surface tension and the Pt dissolution rate compared

well with available independent experimental data.

Secondly, within in a collaborative project involving AFCC and TTU, we extended our model

evaluation and validation to potential cycling studies; assuming that effective parameters,

averaged over the complex potential cycling protocol, were constant. The main experimental

parameters probed were temperatures of 298, 313, 328 and 343 K and upper potential limits of

0.9 and 1.2 V. We identified dissolution and redeposition as the main mechanisms of surface-

area loss in the 0.9 V studies and the possibility of either a dissolution and redeposition

mechanism or a coagulation mechanism in the 1.2 V studies.

As with the potentiostatic studies our potential cycling study allowed the extraction of

parameters for dissolution and redeposition, i.e, the Pt dissolution rate and surface tension

as well as the coagulation rate parameter for the case of the coagulation mechanism. From

0.9 to 1.2 V the Pt dissolution rate increased by 4 orders of magnitude and our extracted

activation energy as well as dissolution rate were consistent with independent experimental

data. The decrease in surface tension by a factor of 5 from the 0.9 V study to the 1.2 V study

qualitatively reflected the relationship of decreasing surface tension with increasing oxidation

of the catalyst surface. We were unable to rationalize the coagulation mechanism for the 1.2

V study in view of the rather convincing evidence relating our extracted model parameters

with Pt dissolution and the processes of oxide formation at the catalyst surface.

Thirdly, we re-visited a model-based diagnostic analysis of IL-TEM catalyst degradation

finding that both dissolution and detachment mechanisms could describe the experimental

data. Further parameter analysis revealed that the dissolution case could be the likely scenario

as the extracted parameters compare well with independent studies on the dissolution of Pt.

However, the limited temporal density of the data set hindered a more reliable diagnosis.

Accelerated stress test results and model-based diagnostic parameters, i.e., the dissolution

rate and surface tension, depend most strongly on the potential in constant potential experi-

ments and on the upper potential limit, lower potential limit and scan rate in potential cycling

experiments. Overall the diagnostic studies furnished a strong relationship between potential

cycling, surface-area loss, Pt dissolution and Pt oxide formation and reduction. Notably, it has

been well established that the latter process of Pt oxidation is highly dependent on scan rate,

upper potential and lower potential limit.
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Pt oxide formation and reduction have been studied extensively but to our surprise no con-

sistent model-based interpretation of the component processes existed. The simplest Pt-based

system to perform a detailed kinetic analysis with is Pt(111) and we accordingly presented a

potentiodynamic model for Pt(111) that relates all oxidation and reduction processes in the

range from 0.65 V to 1.15 V within a consistent electrochemical theory. This potential range

coincides with the main operational regime of a polymer electrolyte fuel cell. The kinetic

model considered elementary electrochemical kinetic processes and accounted for the effect

of surface-site heterogeneity with coverage dependent adsorption energies. The model was

evaluated with experimental cyclic voltammetry experiments from Gómez-Márin et al. using

scan rates that varied over 5 orders of magnitude.[120] Predicted potentiostatic coverages

based on parameters determined from the CV analysis were also compared with an EC-XPS

study by Wakisaka et al.[127] and our extracted adsorption energies were compared with

DFT studies.[57] We lastly extended the model to an analysis of CV and EC-XPS data for

polycrystalline Pt, demonstrating the versatility of the model.[140, 127]

Overall the proposed mechanism and associated model of Pt oxide formation and reduc-

tion was consistent with the majority of electrochemical, spectroscopic and theoretical data

available in the reviewed literature for Pt(111). Unifying research from such a wide variety of

sources is rare and allows us to conclude that the presented model provides a rather complete

description of the surface electrochemical process of Pt(111) oxidation and reduction. Electro-

chemical reduction of PtOO is the cathodically limiting process and the source of irreversibility

observed in CV. The dual role of dissociative and associative pathways for PtOO formation

and reduction that we find via CV analysis is in line with current theoretical knowledge of the

oxygen reduction mechanism.[130]

5.2 Future research paths

5.2.1 Numerical approaches and coupled model

In Section 2.2 we presented a fully coupled Pt mass balance model accounting for the mecha-

nisms of Pt dissolution and redeposition, coagulation and detachment. In pursuing analysis of

the model we de-coupled the model into the respective independent cases in Section 2.3. One

clear next step involves a solution of the fully coupled model. We had made various attempts

at numerical solutions of the coupled model. However these side-projects did not progress very
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far. The pursuit of this research directive requires an advancement in the numerical procedures

that we have implemented.

Population balance models of the type presented in Section 2.2 are widely used in the

field of aerosol engineering where a number of approaches to numerical solution have been

investigated.[141, 142, 143, 144] One specific example of a method for advancement may be

the quadrature method of moments (QMOM) developed in Ref. [61]. Resolution of the PRD is

sacrificed for expedient solution of the population balance equation for the temporal moments.

As we have shown in our degradation maps of Section 2.5 the qualitative relationships between

moments of the evolving PRD can be a key identifying feature for various mechanisms.

5.2.2 Equivalence of mechanisms

An interesting project would be to explicitly show whether or not there exists a parametric

space in which a detachment mechanism is equivalent to the dissolution mechanism or if

a parameter space exists for the equivalence of the dissolution and redeposition mechanism

with coagulation. Speculatively, our numerical analysis indicated that the parametric regions

may be in a low characteristic radius regime with a negligible redeposition coefficient for the

detachment case and a saturated redeposition coefficient for the coagulation case.

5.2.3 Validation and refinement of diagnostic approach

Further validation and evaluation of the Pt mass balance model is required despite the conclu-

sions that we were able to draw from our analysis in Sections 3.3, 3.4 and 3.5. More specifically

we performed evaluation on only a sub-set of the relevant experiments. Expanded data sets for

the effect of potential in constant potential experiments and the upper potential limit, lower

potential limit and scan rate in potential cycling experiments on surface-area loss are required.

For potentiostatic data in a high constant potential regime, systematic evaluation with our

model would be a novel approach for extracting the relationships between surface tension and

potential. Probing the effect of potential cycling parameters on model evaluation would be the

requisite method for testing our “effective parameter” hypothesis that we have implemented.

Electrolyte composition effects such as H+ and O2 concentration can be explored system-

atically to establish their impact on surface-area loss and model evaluation. Further validation

routes may lie within more systematic coupling of ECSA loss data with ICP-MS or IL-TEM.
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One specific example could be an analysis of ECSA loss coupled to dynamic ICP-MS measure-

ments using the electrochemical flow-cell ICP-MS set-up in Ref. [24].

High throughput diagnostic analysis of systematic tests requires more efficient analysis

methods. The manual analysis of data that was performed in Sections 3.3, 3.4 and 3.4 was

inefficient. Optimized analysis routines can be developed to compare model output data with

experimental data in a more quantitative and expedient manner. One possible option for

efficient optimization is the open-source package Dakota which can be directly coupled to the

existing Python script.[79]

5.2.4 Extension of model-based cyclic voltammetry analysis

We have shown in Chapter 4 that cyclic voltammetry is an invaluable tool for electrocatalytic

investigations. Immediate model-based diagnostic expansions of the study that we presented

in Chapter 4 include: a potential window study of Pt(111) cyclic voltammetry, scan rate and

potential window studies for polycrystalline Pt and supported Pt nanoparticles; addition of

various concentrations of O2 into the system and the concomitant evolution of oxide forma-

tion and reduction features; the relationship between oxide reduction and oxygen reduction;

coupling to an electrochemical flow cell ICP-MS study to investigate the detailed mechanism

of Pt dissolution. We find it surprising that none of these studies have been performed from

a modelling and evaluation perspective despite their importance.

As we have tried to emphasize, the de-coupling of Pt dissolution from oxide reduction

and oxygen reduction from oxide reduction may not be possible. Studies have shown that

the dis-ordering of a Pt(111) surface that occurs during potential cycling with upper potential

limits above 1.2 V in oxygen free electrolyte also occurs under potentiostatic conditions at

potentials as low as 0.75 V in electrolyte containing dissolved O2.[145] Similarly the highest

rates of degradation and Pt loss in PEFC occur in regions where oxygen concentrations are the

highest, i.e., the oxygen inlet region of the cathode catalyst layer.[21] These examples point to

Pt dissolution being a by-product of the oxygen reduction reaction. If this hypothesis is true,

PEFC developers will need to address the inherent conundrum that any effort to mitigate Pt

dissolution may also decrease performance. Granted, many of the aforementioned relationships

are preliminary, however, we believe that detailed and fundamental electrochemical modelling

and diagnostic studies of Pt surfaces are a requirement to address these issues.
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5.2.5 Mitigation strategies

Mitigation strategies can be put into two categories: (i) materials and (ii) operation. With

respect to materials, the high ECSA due to the small particle size of Ptnp/C has tremen-

dous benefits in terms of performance but significant drawbacks in terms of durability due

to the increased rate of Pt dissolution and concomitant increased rate of surface-area loss.

Accordingly there should be an optimized particle size that balances the advantageous high

surface-area with disadvantageous high rate of surface-area loss. For example, in Ref. [146]

an optimal Ptnp size of 7 nm was found via systematic experimental surface-area loss and

performance studies. Thin-film Ptpc catalysts have shown enhanced durability as compared to

Ptnp/C catalysts; speculatively because these catalysts are not susceptible to the enhanced

rate of Pt dissolution as a result of the particle size effect.[66] Alloyed catalysts have also

shown improved durability characteristics over conventional Ptnp/C catalysts.[47] However,

despite the promising features of these alternative catalysts, the current automotive industry

standard catalyst is Ptnp/C.[147]

From an operational viewpoint high potential excursions need to be kept at a minimum.

Engineering approaches have addressed this issue and capped the cell voltage to approximately

1.0 V.[147] However, load transients and thus voltage cycles between 0.65 V and 1.0 V are

unavoidable. Accordingly our view is that Pt dissolution is also unavoidable and mitigation

strategies should not focus on avoiding Pt dissolution but understanding Pt dissolution and

its relation with performance. Speculatively, as we have alluded to, a PEFC is a corrosion

cell; the oxygen reduction reaction consumes Pt as evidenced by the formation of the Pt

band in the PEM.[18] However, a PEFC has the distinct advantage over other electrochemical

devices in that the anode and cathode could be indistinguishable if designed accordingly. The

gas and thus catalysts surface conditions in either component are what determines the flow

of electrons and thus whether one side of the cell is the cathode or anode. Theoretically

a PEFC with duplicate anode and cathode could have double the lifetime of a conventional

PEFC by merely imposing a gas switching protocol at specific time points during the life cycle

of the device.[148] Although the gas switching approach is speculative and unqualified, it is

interestingly the same approach Mond and Langer employed to mitigate degradation 124 years

ago.[4]
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Appendix A

mass-balance-model.py

#! /usr/bin/env python

# -*- coding: utf -8 -*-

”””

mass -balance -model.py

- solve PIDE model chapter 3

- reproduce Fig. 2.3a

- use params in Fig. 2.3a

- developed by S.G. Rinaldo 2013

- outline and format by A. Putz 2012

input:

- none at the moment

TODO:

- move to object oriented version

- moment calculation class

- initial prd class

- plotting class

- parameter class

”””

print ”=”*50

print ”= - Solve the population balance equation ”

print ”=”*50

# -----------------------------------------------------

# Basic Imports

print ”-”*50

78
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print ”= - Basic Imports ”

import sys , os, shutil

import glob

import re

import commands

from StringIO import StringIO

import math

import numpy

import pylab

import scipy

from scipy.integrate import odeint

from scipy.integrate import ode

from scipy.interpolate import interp1d

from scipy.special import log1p , erf

from numpy.linalg import norm

from matplotlib import rc

import matplotlib.pyplot as plt

from pylab import arange ,pi,sin ,cos ,sqrt ,exp ,log

from operator import mul

# -----------------------------------------------------

# -----------------------------------------------------

# parse Command Line

print ”-”*50

print ”= - Parse Command Line ”

from optparse import OptionParser

# setup of the command line options:

usage = ”usage: %prog [options] filename .dat”

parser = OptionParser(usage)

options , filename = parser.parse˙args(sys.argv[1:])

print ”-”*50

# -----------------------------------------------------

# -----------------------------------------------------

# configure plot environment

print ”-”*50

print ”= - Configure Plot Environment ”

”””

- golden mean aesthetic ratio
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”””

fig˙width˙pt = 3.25*325.0

inches˙per˙pt = 1.0/72.27

golden˙mean = (sqrt(5) -1.0)/2.0

fig˙width = fig˙width˙pt*inches˙per˙pt

fig˙height = fig˙width*golden˙mean

fig˙size = [fig˙width ,fig˙height]

params = –’backend ’: ’GTKAgg’,

’axes.labelsize’: 15,

’text.fontsize ’: 15,

’legend.fontsize ’: 15,

’xtick.labelsize’: 15,

’ytick.labelsize’: 15,

’text.usetex’: True ,

’ps.useafm’ : False ,

’figure.figsize ’: fig˙size ˝

pylab.rcParams .update(params)

pylab.rc(’font’, **–’family’:’serif’,

’serif’:[’Computer Modern Roman’]˝)

# -----------------------------------------------------

# -----------------------------------------------------

# define constants

print ”-”*50

print ”= “t- constants”

pi = 3.14159265359 # pi

rt2 = numpy.sqrt(2) # square root of 2

dgr = 180/pi # rad to degree

# -----------------------------------------------------

# -----------------------------------------------------

# define initial distribution parameters

print ”-”*50

print ”= “t- parameters for distribution”

a = 0.7857615 #Eq. 2.12

b = 0.8850092 #Eq. 2.12

c = 0.2625 #Eq. 2.12

d = 0.6310055 #Eq. 2.12
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# -----------------------------------------------------

# -----------------------------------------------------

# params for numerical integration

print ”-”*50

print ”= “t- numerical integration params”

”””

- convergence of odeint depends on these params

- have been manually adjusted

- num number of radius grid points

- max˙r max radius in nm

- min˙r min radius in nm

- init˙t initial time log -scale base 10

- fin˙t final time log -scale base 10

- pnt˙t number of timepoints per decade

”””

#dissolution and redeposition case Eq. 2.15

num˙dis = 500

max˙r˙dis = 35.03

min˙r˙dis = 0.03

ini˙t˙dis = -8

fin˙t˙dis = -2

pnt˙t˙dis = 2000

#coagualtion case Eq. 2.16

num˙cgl = 4000

max˙r˙cgl = 10.005

min˙r˙cgl = 0.005

ini˙t˙cgl = -5

fin˙t˙cgl = 2

pnt˙t˙cgl = 2000

#detachment case Eq. 2.17

num˙det = 500

max˙r˙det = 10.01

min˙r˙det = 0.01

ini˙t˙det = -5

fin˙t˙det = 1

pnt˙t˙det = 2000

# -----------------------------------------------------
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# -----------------------------------------------------

# initialize distribution parameters

print ”-”*50

print ”= - initialize distribution parameters ”

# -----------------------------------------------------

”””

- stp˙r step size between radii

- ini˙r radii grid points

- r˙squared radii grid squared

- r˙cubed radii grid cubed

- freq initial distribution Eq. 219

”””

#dissolution and redeposition case

# -----------------------------------------------------

stp˙r˙dis = (max˙r˙dis -min˙r˙dis)/( num˙dis)

ini˙r˙dis = numpy.linspace (min˙r˙dis ,max˙r˙dis ,num˙dis)

r˙squared˙dis = numpy.power(ini˙r˙dis ,2)

r˙cubed˙dis = numpy.power(ini˙r˙dis ,3)

f˙dis˙1 = a*c*numpy.sqrt(2*pi)/(2*d)

f˙dis˙2 = exp((b-ini˙r˙dis)/d+c*c/(2*d*d))

f˙dis˙3 = numpy.absolute(d)/d

f˙dis˙4 = erf((b-ini˙r˙dis)/(rt2*c)+c/(rt2*d))

freq˙dis = f˙dis˙1*f˙dis˙2*(f˙dis˙3 -f˙dis˙4)

#coagulation case

# -----------------------------------------------------

stp˙r˙cgl = (max˙r˙cgl -min˙r˙cgl)/( num˙cgl)

ini˙r˙cgl = numpy.linspace (min˙r˙cgl ,max˙r˙cgl ,num˙cgl)

r˙squared˙cgl = numpy.power(ini˙r˙cgl ,2)

r˙cubed˙cgl = numpy.power(ini˙r˙cgl ,3)

f˙cgl˙1 = a*c*numpy.sqrt(2*pi)/(2*d)

f˙cgl˙2 = exp((b-ini˙r˙cgl)/d+c*c/(2*d*d))

f˙cgl˙3 = numpy.absolute(d)/d

f˙cgl˙4 = erf((b-ini˙r˙cgl)/(rt2*c)+c/(rt2*d))

freq˙cgl = f˙cgl˙1*f˙cgl˙2*(f˙cgl˙3 -f˙cgl˙4)

#detachment case

# -----------------------------------------------------

stp˙r˙det = (max˙r˙det -min˙r˙det)/( num˙det)
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ini˙r˙det = numpy.linspace (min˙r˙det ,max˙r˙det ,num˙det)

r˙squared˙det = numpy.power(ini˙r˙det ,2)

r˙cubed˙det = numpy.power(ini˙r˙det ,3)

f˙det˙1 = a*c*numpy.sqrt(2*pi)/(2*d)

f˙det˙2 = exp((b-ini˙r˙det)/d+c*c/(2*d*d))

f˙det˙3 = numpy.absolute(d)/d

f˙det˙4 = erf((b-ini˙r˙det)/(rt2*c)+c/(rt2*d))

freq˙det = f˙det˙1*f˙det˙2*(f˙det˙3 -f˙det˙4)

# -----------------------------------------------------

# -----------------------------------------------------

# initial moments

print ”-”*50

print ”= - initial moments ”

# -----------------------------------------------------

”””

num˙0 initial zero moment Eq. 2.8 denom.

rad˙0 initial first moment Eq. 2.9 second term denom.

area˙0 initial second moment Eq 2.10 denom.

mass˙0 initial third moment Eq. 2.11 denom.

”””

#dissolution case

# -----------------------------------------------------

num˙0˙dis = scipy.trapz(freq˙dis ,

x=ini˙r˙dis)

rad˙0˙dis = scipy.trapz(ini˙r˙dis*freq˙dis ,

x=ini˙r˙dis)

area˙0˙dis = scipy.trapz(r˙squared˙dis*freq˙dis ,

x=ini˙r˙dis)

mass˙0˙dis = scipy.trapz(r˙cubed˙dis*freq˙dis ,

x=ini˙r˙dis)

#coagulation case

# -----------------------------------------------------

num˙0˙cgl = scipy.trapz(freq˙cgl ,

x=ini˙r˙cgl)

rad˙0˙cgl = scipy.trapz(ini˙r˙cgl*freq˙cgl ,

x=ini˙r˙cgl)

area˙0˙cgl = scipy.trapz(r˙squared˙cgl*freq˙cgl ,
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x=ini˙r˙cgl)

mass˙0˙cgl = scipy.trapz(r˙cubed˙cgl*freq˙cgl ,

x=ini˙r˙cgl)

#detachment case

# -----------------------------------------------------

num˙0˙det = scipy.trapz(freq˙det ,

x=ini˙r˙det)

rad˙0˙det = scipy.trapz(ini˙r˙det*freq˙det ,

x=ini˙r˙det)

area˙0˙det = scipy.trapz(r˙squared˙det*freq˙det ,

x=ini˙r˙det)

mass˙0˙det = scipy.trapz(r˙cubed˙det*freq˙det ,

x=ini˙r˙det)

# -----------------------------------------------------

# -----------------------------------------------------

# set-up ODE systems

print ”-”*50

print ”= - set -up ODE systems ”

# -----------------------------------------------------

#dissolution and redeposition case

# -----------------------------------------------------

def dis(n,t,psi ,rc):

”””

define the ODE system for Eq. 2.15

- method of lines approach to Eq. 2.15

- n is the radii grid

- t is the time grid

- rc is the characteristic radius Eq. 2.4

- psi is the redep. coefficient Eq. 2.18

- numpy.trapz approxmiates integral

- numpy.gradient approximation partial deriv

- set initial step size h0 to 1E-10000

FIXME:

- slow convergence near 0 surface -area

”””

int˙t = numpy.trapz(n*r˙cubed˙dis ,x=ini˙r˙dis)
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pre˙rdp = psi*(1-int˙t/mass˙0˙dis)

rdp = pre˙rdp*n*numpy.exp(-rc/ini˙r˙dis)

dis = n*numpy.exp(rc/ini˙r˙dis)

sln˙dis = -(rc*numpy.gradient (rdp ,stp˙r˙dis)

-rc*numpy.gradient(dis ,stp˙r˙dis))

return sln˙dis

#coagulation case

# -----------------------------------------------------

def cgl(n,t):

”””

define the ODE system for Eq. 2.16

- method of lines approach to Eq. 2.16

- test interpolation function

- r˙t˙1 interpolation input

- r˙t˙2 is a radius scale factor

- int˙t˙i are place -holding terms

- min˙r˙cgl close to 0

- avoid interpolation error

- need large n˙cgl for convergence

- n˙cgl ¿ 4000

TODO:

- slow convergence near 0 surface -area

”””

j˙p = scipy.zeros(num˙cgl)

j˙m = scipy.zeros(num˙cgl)

j˙m = -n*scipy.trapz(n,x=ini˙r˙cgl)

test = scipy.interpolate.interp1d (ini˙r˙cgl , n)

for jj in xrange(num˙cgl ):

ang = scipy.arange(jj)

r˙t˙1 = (( r˙cubed˙cgl[jj]

-r˙cubed˙cgl[ang ])**(1.0/3.0))

r˙t˙2 = 1.0/(( r˙cubed˙cgl[jj]

-r˙cubed˙cgl[ang ])**(2.0/3.0))

int˙t˙1 = r˙squared˙cgl[jj]*test(r˙t˙1)

int˙t˙2 = r˙t˙2*n[ang]

j˙p[jj] = scipy.trapz(int˙t˙1*int˙t˙2 ,

x=ini˙r˙cgl[ang])
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sln˙cgl = (0.5*j˙p+j˙m)

return sln˙cgl

#detachment case

# -----------------------------------------------------

def det(n,t):

”””

define ODE system for Eq. 2.17

”””

sln˙det = -n

return sln˙det

# -----------------------------------------------------

# -----------------------------------------------------

# define system tau grids

print ”-”*50

print ”= - define system tau grids ”

# -----------------------------------------------------

t˙dis = numpy.logspace(ini˙t˙dis , fin˙t˙dis ,

pnt˙t˙dis)

t˙cgl = numpy.logspace(ini˙t˙cgl , fin˙t˙cgl ,

pnt˙t˙cgl)

t˙det = numpy.logspace(ini˙t˙det , fin˙t˙det ,

pnt˙t˙det)

# -----------------------------------------------------

# -----------------------------------------------------

# solve ode systems

print ”-”*50

print ”= “t- solve ode system”

# dissolution 1

# -----------------------------------------------------

sln˙dis˙1 = odeint(dis , freq˙dis , t˙dis ,

args = (0,10), mxstep = 5000,

ml = 5, mu = 5, h0 = 1E -1000)

print ”= “t- dissolution 1 done”

# dissolution 2

# -----------------------------------------------------

sln˙dis˙2 = odeint(dis , freq˙dis , t˙dis ,

args = (1E4 ,10), mxstep = 5000,
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ml = 5, mu = 5, h0 = 1E -1000)

print ”= “t- dissolution 2 done”

# dissolution 3

# -----------------------------------------------------

sln˙dis˙3 = odeint(dis , freq˙dis , t˙dis ,

args = (8E4 ,10), mxstep = 5000,

ml = 5, mu = 5, h0 = 1E -1000)

print ”= “t- dissolution 3 done”

# dissolution 4

# -----------------------------------------------------

sln˙dis˙4 = odeint(dis , freq˙dis , t˙dis ,

args = (1E6 ,10), mxstep = 5000,

ml = 5, mu = 5, h0 = 1E -1000)

print ”= “t- dissolution 4 done”

# coagulation 5

# -----------------------------------------------------

sln˙cgl˙5 = odeint(cgl , freq˙cgl , t˙cgl ,

mxstep = 5000, ml = 5,

mu = 5, h0 = 1E-100)

print ”= “t- coagulation 5 done”

# detachment 6

# -----------------------------------------------------

sln˙det˙6 = odeint(det , freq˙det , t˙det ,

mxstep = 5000, ml = 5,

mu = 5, h0 = 1E-100)

print ”= “t- detachment 6 done”

# -----------------------------------------------------

# -----------------------------------------------------

# moment calculation functions

print ”-”*50

print ”= - moment calculation functions ”

# -----------------------------------------------------

#number moment Eq. 2.8

# -----------------------------------------------------

def num˙mnt˙calc(sln ,init˙rad ,t˙pnt ,init˙num ):

”””

- calculate number moment Eq. 2.8
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- sln is the solution from odeint

- init˙rad are the radii points

- time˙pnt is the number of time points

- init˙num is the initial number density

”””

num = (scipy.trapz(sln[0:t˙pnt ,:],

x=init˙rad ))/ init˙num

return num

#mean radius moment Eq. 2.9

# -----------------------------------------------------

def rad˙mnt˙calc(sln ,init˙rad ,t˙pnt ,

init˙num , init˙mean):

”””

- calculate number moment Eq. 2.9

- sln is the solution from odeint

- init˙rad are the radii points

- time˙points is the number of time points

- init˙num is the initial number density

- init˙rad is the initial mean radius

”””

rad˙top = (scipy.trapz(sln[0:t˙pnt ,:]*init˙rad ,

x=init˙rad ))* init˙num

rad˙bottom = (scipy.trapz(sln[0:t˙pnt ,:],

x=init˙rad ))* init˙mean

mean˙rad = rad˙top/rad˙bottom

return mean˙rad

#area moment Eq. 2.10

# -----------------------------------------------------

def area˙mnt˙calc(sln ,init˙rad ,t˙pnt ,

init˙area ,squared˙rad):

”””

- calculate number moment Eq. 2.10

- sln is the solution from odeint

- init˙rad are the radii points

- squared˙rad squared radius

- time˙points is the number of time points

- init˙area is the initial number density
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”””

area = (scipy.trapz(sln[0:t˙pnt ,:]*squared˙rad ,

x=init˙rad ))/ init˙area

return area

#mass moment Eq. 2.11

# -----------------------------------------------------

def mass˙mnt˙calc(sln ,init˙rad ,t˙pnt ,

init˙mass ,mass˙rad ):

”””

- calculate number moment Eq. 2.10

- sln is the solution from odeint

- init˙rad are the radii points

- mass˙rad cubed radius

- time˙points is the number of time points

- init˙area is the initial number density

”””

mass = (scipy.trapz(sln[0:t˙pnt ,:]*mass˙rad ,

x=init˙rad ))/ init˙mass

return mass

# -----------------------------------------------------

# -----------------------------------------------------

# angle between moment function

print ”-”*50

print ”= - angle between moment functions ”

# -----------------------------------------------------

# angle mass -area moments

# -----------------------------------------------------

def angle˙mnts˙ma(m˙y ,m˙x):

”””

- calculate angle degrees mass area moments

- m˙y is y axis moment

- m˙x is x axis mometn

”””

angle = (180-

dgr*numpy.arctan2(numpy.gradient(m˙y),

numpy.gradient(m˙x)))

return angle
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# angle radius -area moments

# -----------------------------------------------------

def angle˙mnts˙ra(m˙y ,m˙x):

”””

- calculate angle degrees rad area moments

- m˙y is y axis moment

- m˙x is x axis mometn

”””

angle = (180-

1.15*dgr*numpy.arctan2(numpy.gradient(m˙y),

numpy.gradient(m˙x)))

return angle

# -----------------------------------------------------

# -----------------------------------------------------

# calculate mments

print ”-”*50

print ”= - calculate moments ”

# -----------------------------------------------------

”””

- a˙x˙i area moment

- m˙x˙i mass moment

- r˙x˙i mean radius moment

”””

#dissolution 1

# -----------------------------------------------------

a˙dis˙1 = area˙mnt˙calc(sln˙dis˙1 ,ini˙r˙dis ,pnt˙t˙dis ,

area˙0˙dis ,r˙squared˙dis)

m˙dis˙1 = mass˙mnt˙calc(sln˙dis˙1 ,ini˙r˙dis ,pnt˙t˙dis ,

mass˙0˙dis ,r˙cubed˙dis)

r˙dis˙1 = rad˙mnt˙calc(sln˙dis˙1 ,ini˙r˙dis ,pnt˙t˙dis ,

num˙0˙dis ,rad˙0˙dis)

#dissolution 2

# -----------------------------------------------------

a˙dis˙2 = area˙mnt˙calc(sln˙dis˙2 ,ini˙r˙dis ,pnt˙t˙dis ,

area˙0˙dis ,r˙squared˙dis)

m˙dis˙2 = mass˙mnt˙calc(sln˙dis˙2 ,ini˙r˙dis ,pnt˙t˙dis ,

mass˙0˙dis ,r˙cubed˙dis)
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r˙dis˙2 = rad˙mnt˙calc(sln˙dis˙2 ,ini˙r˙dis ,pnt˙t˙dis ,

num˙0˙dis ,rad˙0˙dis)

#dissolution 3

# -----------------------------------------------------

a˙dis˙3 = area˙mnt˙calc(sln˙dis˙3 ,ini˙r˙dis ,pnt˙t˙dis ,

area˙0˙dis ,r˙squared˙dis)

m˙dis˙3 = mass˙mnt˙calc(sln˙dis˙3 ,ini˙r˙dis ,pnt˙t˙dis ,

mass˙0˙dis ,r˙cubed˙dis)

r˙dis˙3 = rad˙mnt˙calc(sln˙dis˙3 ,ini˙r˙dis ,pnt˙t˙dis ,

num˙0˙dis ,rad˙0˙dis)

#dissolution 4

# -----------------------------------------------------

a˙dis˙4 = area˙mnt˙calc(sln˙dis˙4 ,ini˙r˙dis ,pnt˙t˙dis ,

area˙0˙dis ,r˙squared˙dis)

m˙dis˙4 = mass˙mnt˙calc(sln˙dis˙4 ,ini˙r˙dis ,pnt˙t˙dis ,

mass˙0˙dis ,r˙cubed˙dis)

r˙dis˙4 = rad˙mnt˙calc(sln˙dis˙4 ,ini˙r˙dis ,pnt˙t˙dis ,

num˙0˙dis ,rad˙0˙dis)

#coagulation 5

# -----------------------------------------------------

a˙cgl˙5 = area˙mnt˙calc(sln˙cgl˙5 ,ini˙r˙cgl ,pnt˙t˙cgl ,

area˙0˙cgl ,r˙squared˙cgl)

m˙cgl˙5 = mass˙mnt˙calc(sln˙cgl˙5 ,ini˙r˙cgl ,pnt˙t˙cgl ,

mass˙0˙cgl ,r˙cubed˙cgl)

r˙cgl˙5 = rad˙mnt˙calc(sln˙cgl˙5 ,ini˙r˙cgl ,pnt˙t˙cgl ,

num˙0˙cgl ,rad˙0˙cgl)

#detachment 6

# -----------------------------------------------------

a˙det˙6 = area˙mnt˙calc(sln˙det˙6 ,ini˙r˙det ,pnt˙t˙det ,

area˙0˙det ,r˙squared˙det)

m˙det˙6 = mass˙mnt˙calc(sln˙det˙6 ,ini˙r˙det ,pnt˙t˙det ,

mass˙0˙det ,r˙cubed˙det)

r˙det˙6 = rad˙mnt˙calc(sln˙det˙6 ,ini˙r˙det ,pnt˙t˙det ,

num˙0˙det ,rad˙0˙det)

# -----------------------------------------------------

# -----------------------------------------------------

# plot fig 2 radius versus area
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print ”-”*50

print ”= - plot fig 2.3a radius versus area ”

# -----------------------------------------------------

”””

- angle˙i direction of arrow --¿ time

- pylab.quiver plot for arrows

- pylab.plot for lines

”””

fig1 = pylab.subplot (331)

#quiver params

”””

- td is arrow size

- sc is sclae

- hw is headwidth

- hl is headlength

- ha is headacislength

- w is width

- ms is minshaft

- ml is minlength

”””

scu = None

td = 0.015

sc = 1.0

hw = 6

hl = 6

ha = 6

w = 0.5

ms = 1

ml = 0.001

slc = 75

# -----------------------------------------------------

# plot labels

lb˙1 = r’$i=“ mathrm–dis˝$; $“psi=0$’

lb˙2 = r’$i=“ mathrm–dis˝$; $“psi=1“ times10 ˆ–4˝$’

lb˙3 = r’$i=“ mathrm–dis˝$; $“psi=8“ times10 ˆ–4˝$’

lb˙4 = r’$i=“ mathrm–dis˝$; $“psi=1“ times10 ˆ–6˝$’

lb˙5 = r’$i=“ mathrm–cgl˝$’
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lb˙6 = r’$i=“ mathrm–det˝$’

# dissolution 1

# -----------------------------------------------------

angle˙1 = angle˙mnts˙ra(r˙dis˙1 ,a˙dis˙1)

pylab.plot(a˙dis˙1 ,r˙dis˙1 ,color = ’r’,

label= lb˙1)

pylab.quiver(a˙dis˙1 [::slc],r˙dis˙1 [::slc],

td,

td,

angles = angle˙1 [::slc], color = ’r’,

scale˙units= scu , scale= sc,

headwidth = hw, headlength= hl,

headaxislength = ha, width= w,

minshaft = ms, minlength= ml,

linewidths=0,

pivot=’tail’)

#dissolution 2

# -----------------------------------------------------

angle˙2 = angle˙mnts˙ra(r˙dis˙2 ,a˙dis˙2)

pylab.plot(a˙dis˙2 ,r˙dis˙2 ,color = ’g’,

label= lb˙2)

pylab.quiver(a˙dis˙2 [::slc],r˙dis˙2 [::slc],

td,

td,

angles = angle˙2 [::slc], color = ’g’,

scale˙units= scu , scale= sc,

headwidth = hw, headlength= hl,

headaxislength = ha, width= w,

minshaft = ms, minlength= ml,

linewidths=0,

pivot=’tail’)

#dissolution 3

# -----------------------------------------------------

angle˙3 = angle˙mnts˙ra(r˙dis˙3 ,a˙dis˙3)

pylab.plot(a˙dis˙3 ,r˙dis˙3 ,color = ’b’,

label= lb˙3)

pylab.quiver(a˙dis˙3 [::slc],r˙dis˙3 [::slc],
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td,

td,

angles = angle˙3 [::slc], color = ’b’,

scale˙units= scu , scale= sc,

headwidth = hw, headlength= hl,

headaxislength = ha, width= w,

minshaft = ms, minlength= ml,

linewidths=0,

pivot=’tail’)

#dissolution 4

# -----------------------------------------------------

angle˙4 = angle˙mnts˙ra(r˙dis˙4 ,a˙dis˙4)

pylab.plot(a˙dis˙4 ,r˙dis˙4 ,color = ’c’,

label= lb˙4)

pylab.quiver(a˙dis˙4 [::slc],r˙dis˙4 [::slc],

td,

td,

angles = angle˙4 [::slc], color = ’c’,

scale˙units= scu , scale= sc,

headwidth = hw, headlength= hl,

headaxislength = hl, width= w,

minshaft = ms, minlength= ml,

linewidths=0,

pivot=’tail’)

#coagulation 5

# -----------------------------------------------------

angle˙5 = angle˙mnts˙ra(r˙cgl˙5 , a˙cgl˙5)

pylab.plot(a˙cgl˙5 ,r˙cgl˙5 ,color = ’m’,

label= lb˙5)

pylab.quiver(a˙cgl˙5 [::slc],r˙cgl˙5 [::slc],

td,

td,

angles = angle˙5 [::slc], color = ’m’,

scale˙units= scu , scale= sc,

headwidth = hw, headlength= hl,

headaxislength = ha, width= w,

minshaft = ms, minlength= ml,
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linewidths=0,

pivot=’tail’)

#detachment 6

# -----------------------------------------------------

angle˙6 = angle˙mnts˙ma(r˙det˙6 ,a˙det˙6)

pylab.plot(a˙det˙6 ,r˙det˙6 ,color = ’y’,

label= lb˙6)

pylab.quiver(a˙det˙6 [::slc],r˙det˙6 [::slc],

td,

td,

angles = angle˙6 [::slc], color = ’y’,

scale˙units= scu , scale= sc,

headwidth = hw, headlength= hl,

headaxislength = ha, width= w,

minshaft = ms, minlength= ml,

linewidths=0,

pivot=’tail’)

# legend and axes

# -----------------------------------------------------

pylab.xlim([1,0.5])

pylab.ylim([0.9 ,2.0])

pylab.xlabel(r’$S˙–“mathrm–N˝˝(“tau˙–i˝)$’)

pylab.ylabel(r’$“bar–r˝˙–“mathrm–N˝˝(“tau˙–i˝)$’,

rotation =’horizontal’)

leg = fig1.legend(bbox˙to˙anchor=(1.05 , 1),

loc=2, borderaxespad=0.)

leg.get˙frame(). set˙alpha(0.5)

#-----------------------------------------------------

#-----------------------------------------------------

# save plot

print ”-”*50

print ”= - save plot comparitive -plot.eps ”

# -----------------------------------------------------

pylab.subplots˙adjust(left=None , bottom=None ,

right=None , top=None ,

wspace =0.39, hspace =0.35)

pylab.savefig(’fig -2a.eps’, format=’eps’)
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#------------------------------------------------------



Appendix B

oxide-kinetic-model.py

#! /usr/bin/env python

# -*- coding: utf -8 -*-

”””

oxide -kinetic -model.py

- solves ODE model in chapter 4

- reproduce Fig. 4.5

- developed by Steven G. Rinaldo 2013

- outline and format by A. Putz 2012

Input:

- none at the moment

TODO:

- use decent input file

- move to object oriented version of this

- input cv class

- potential wave -form class

- plotting class

”””

print ”=”*50

print ”= - kinetic model of Pt oxide”

print ”-”*50

# -----------------------------------------------------

# Basic Imports

print ”-”*50

print ”= - Basic Imports ”

# -----------------------------------------------------

97
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import sys , os, shutil

import glob

import re

import commands

from StringIO import StringIO

from scipy import interpolate

import math

import numpy as np

import pylab

import matplotlib.pyplot as plt

from scipy.integrate import odeint

from matplotlib import rc

import numpy

import scipy

from scipy import integrate

from pylab import arange ,pi,sin ,cos ,sqrt ,exp ,log

# -----------------------------------------------------

# -----------------------------------------------------

# Parse Command Line

print ”-”*50

print ”= - Parse Command Line ”

# -----------------------------------------------------

from optparse import OptionParser

# Setup of the command line options:

usage = ”usage: %prog [options] filename .dat”

parser = OptionParser(usage)

options , filename = parser.parse˙args(sys.argv[1:])

print ”-”*50

# -----------------------------------------------------

# -----------------------------------------------------

# Configure Plot Environment

print ”-”*50

print ”= - Configure Plot Environment ”

# -----------------------------------------------------

fig˙width˙pt = 3.25*325.0

inches˙per˙pt = 1.0/72.27

golden˙mean = (sqrt(5) -1.0)/2.0
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fig˙width = fig˙width˙pt*inches˙per˙pt

fig˙height = fig˙width*golden˙mean

fig˙size = [fig˙width ,fig˙height]

params = –’backend ’: ’GTKAgg’,

’axes.labelsize’: 15,

’text.fontsize ’: 15,

’legend.fontsize ’: 15,

’xtick.labelsize’: 15,

’ytick.labelsize’: 15,

’text.usetex’: True ,

’ps.useafm’ : False ,

’figure.figsize ’: fig˙size ˝

pylab.rc(’text.latex’,

preamble=r’“usepackage–cmbright ˝’)

pylab.rcParams .update(params)

# -----------------------------------------------------

# -----------------------------------------------------

# Define Physical Parameters

print ”-”*50

print ”= - Define Physical Parameters ”

# -----------------------------------------------------

”””

- Gs site concentation for Pt (111) (mol/cmˆ2)

- Cdl double layer capacitance (F)

- F Fraday constant (C mol$ˆ–-1˝$)

- R Gas constant (J mol$ˆ–-1˝$ K$ˆ–-1˝$)

- e electron charge C

- N˙a Avogadros constant mol$ˆ–-1˝$

- n˙i electrons transferred for reaction i

- bv˙i butler -volmer prefactor for reac i

- w˙i adsorption energies in eV

- om˙i adsorption energy pre -factors

- E˙i reference potentials in V

- v˙i pre-factors s$ˆ–-1˝$

- f˙y initial fraction of site y

”””
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Gs = 2.4958E-9

Cdl = 100

alph = 0.5

F = 96485.3365

T = 300.0

R = 8.314

e = 1.60217657E-19

N˙a = 6.022E23

# -----------------------------------------------------

n˙0 = 1.0

n˙1 = 1.0

n˙2 = 1.0

n˙3 = 1.0

n˙4 = 0.0

n˙5 = 2.0

# -----------------------------------------------------

bv˙0 = (alph*n˙0*F)/(R*T)

bv˙1 = (alph*n˙1*F)/(R*T)

bv˙2 = (alph*n˙2*F)/(R*T)

bv˙3 = (alph*n˙3*F)/(R*T)

bv˙4 = (alph*n˙4*F)/(R*T)

bv˙5 = (alph*n˙5*F)/(R*T)

# -----------------------------------------------------

w˙0 = -2.3

w˙1 = -2.3

w˙2 = -2.3

w˙3 = -2.3

w˙4 = -1.2

w˙5 = -0.6

# -----------------------------------------------------

om˙0 = ((w˙0*e*N˙a)/(R*T))

om˙1 = ((w˙1*e*N˙a)/(R*T))

om˙2 = ((w˙2*e*N˙a)/(R*T))

om˙3 = ((w˙3*e*N˙a)/(R*T))

om˙4 = ((w˙4*e*N˙a)/(R*T))

om˙5 = ((w˙5*e*N˙a)/(R*T))

# -----------------------------------------------------
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E˙0 = 0.78

E˙1 = 0.78

E˙2 = 0.78

E˙3 = 0.78

E˙4 = 0.000

E˙5 = 0.58

# -----------------------------------------------------

v˙0 = 500

v˙1 = 500

v˙2 = 500

v˙3 = 500

v˙4 = 500

v˙5 = 500

# -----------------------------------------------------

f˙a = 0.25

f˙b = 0.25

f˙c = 0.5

# -----------------------------------------------------

# -----------------------------------------------------

#Define ODE System

print ”-”*50

print ”= - Define System of ODE’s ”

# -----------------------------------------------------

def f(y, t, vscan):

”””

- solve ode system

- input scan rate and define potential Et in V

”””

#Eq. 4.20

lp = 0.45 #lower potential limit (V)

up = 1.15 #upper potential limit (V)

ts = 2*((up-lp)/(vscan)) #time of potential cycle

pi = 3.14159265

A = (up-lp)/pi

B = (2*pi)/(ts)

C = pi/2
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D = ((up-lp )/2)+lp

Et = A*np.arcsin(sin(B*t-C))+D

#reaction rates (s$ˆ–-1˝$)

rf˙0 = v˙0*exp(bv˙0*(Et-E˙0))*exp(om˙0*y[0])

rb˙0 = v˙0*exp(-bv˙0*(Et-E˙0))*exp(-om˙0*y[0])

rf˙1 = v˙0*exp(bv˙1*(Et-E˙1))*exp(om˙1*y[1])

rb˙1 = v˙0*exp(-bv˙1*(Et-E˙1))*exp(-om˙1*y[1])

rf˙2 = v˙0*exp(bv˙2*(Et-E˙2))*exp(om˙2*y[2])

rb˙2 = v˙0*exp(-bv˙2*(Et-E˙2))*exp(-om˙2*y[2])

rf˙3 = v˙0*exp(bv˙3*(Et-E˙3))*exp(om˙3*y[3])

rb˙3 = v˙0*exp(-bv˙3*(Et-E˙3))*exp(-om˙3*y[3])

rf˙4 = v˙0*exp(bv˙4*(Et-E˙4))*exp(om˙4*y[4])

rb˙5 = v˙0*exp(-bv˙5*(Et-E˙5))*exp(-om˙5*y[4])

#populate ODE system

func = []

# Eq. 4.7

func.append(y[5]*rf˙0 -y[0]*rb˙0 -y[0]*rf˙2

+y[2]*rb˙2+y[4]*rb˙5)

#Eq. 4.8

func.append(y[6]*rf˙1 -y[1]*rb˙1 -y[1]*rf˙3

+y[3]*rb˙3+y[4]*rb˙5)

#Eq. 4.9

func.append(y[0]*rf˙2 -y[2]*rb˙2

-y[7]*y[2]*y[3]*rf˙4)

#Eq. 4.10

func.append(y[1]*rf˙3 -y[3]*rb˙3

-y[7]*y[2]*y[3]*rf˙4)

#Eq. 4.11

func.append(y[7]*y[2]*y[3]*rf˙4 -y[4]*rb˙5)

#Eq. 4.12

func.append(-y[5]*rf˙0+y[0]*rb˙0)

#Eq. 4.13

func.append(-y[6]*rf˙1+y[1]*rb˙1)

#Eq. 4.14

func.append(-y[7]*y[2]*y[3]*rf˙4+y[4]*rb˙5)

return func

# -----------------------------------------------------
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# Set Initial conditions

print ”-”*50

print ”= - Set Initial Conditions ”

# -----------------------------------------------------

#populate initial conditions

y0 = []

y0.append (0.0)

y0.append (0.0)

y0.append (0.0)

y0.append (0.0)

y0.append (0.0)

y0.append(f˙a)

y0.append(f˙b)

y0.append(f˙c)

# -----------------------------------------------------

# -----------------------------------------------------

# set potential conditions

print ”-”*50

print ”= - set potentials ”

# -----------------------------------------------------

#cyclic voltammogram

vscan˙a = 0.1

lp = 0.45

up = 1.15

ts˙a = 2*((up-lp)/( vscan˙a))

pi = 3.14159265

A = (up-lp)/pi

B = (2*pi)/(ts˙a)

C = pi/2

D = ((up-lp)/2)+lp

t˙pnt = 50000

t˙a = numpy.linspace (0,ts˙a ,t˙pnt)

Et˙a = A*np.arcsin(sin(B*t˙a-C))+D

#steady -state coverages

vscan˙b = 0.000001

lp = 0.45

up = 1.15
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ts˙b = 2*((up-lp)/( vscan˙b))

pi = 3.14159265

A = (up-lp)/pi

B = (2*pi)/(ts˙b)

C = pi/2

D = ((up-lp)/2)+lp

t˙pnt = 50000

t˙b = numpy.linspace (0,ts˙b ,t˙pnt)

Et˙b = A*np.arcsin(sin(B*t˙b-C))+D

# -----------------------------------------------------

# -----------------------------------------------------

# Solve ODE System

print ”-”*50

print ”= - Solve DE’s ”

# -----------------------------------------------------

soln˙a = odeint(f, y0, t˙a , args = (vscan˙a ,),

mxstep = 8000, rtol = 1E-11,

atol = 1E-11)

soln˙b = odeint(f, y0, t˙b , args = (vscan˙b ,),

mxstep = 8000, rtol = 1E-11,

atol = 1E-11)

# -----------------------------------------------------

# -----------------------------------------------------

# extract solutions

print ”-”*50

print ”= - Extract solutions”

# -----------------------------------------------------

# cyclic voltammetry

l˙0˙a = soln˙a[:, 0]

l˙1˙a = soln˙a[:, 1]

l˙2˙a = soln˙a[:, 2]

l˙3˙a = soln˙a[:, 3]

l˙4˙a = soln˙a[:, 4]

l˙5˙a = soln˙a[:, 5]

l˙6˙a = soln˙a[:, 6]

l˙7˙a = soln˙a[:, 7]

# steady -state
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l˙0˙b = soln˙b[:, 0]

l˙1˙b = soln˙b[:, 1]

l˙2˙b = soln˙b[:, 2]

l˙3˙b = soln˙b[:, 3]

l˙4˙b = soln˙b[:, 4]

l˙5˙b = soln˙b[:, 5]

l˙6˙b = soln˙b[:, 6]

l˙7˙b = soln˙b[:, 7]

# -----------------------------------------------------

# -----------------------------------------------------

# Re-definition

print ”-”*50

print ”= - Re-define rate constants”

# -----------------------------------------------------

#cyclic voltammetry

rf˙0˙a = v˙0*exp(bv˙0*(Et˙a -E˙0))*exp(om˙0*l˙0˙a)

rb˙0˙a = v˙0*exp(-bv˙0*(Et˙a -E˙0))*exp(-om˙0*l˙0˙a)

rf˙1˙a = v˙1*exp(bv˙1*(Et˙a -E˙1))*exp(om˙1*l˙1˙a)

rb˙1˙a = v˙1*exp(-bv˙1*(Et˙a -E˙1))*exp(-om˙1*l˙1˙a)

rf˙2˙a = v˙2*exp(bv˙2*(Et˙a -E˙2))*exp(om˙2*l˙2˙a)

rb˙2˙a = v˙2*exp(-bv˙2*(Et˙a -E˙2))*exp(-om˙2*l˙2˙a)

rf˙3˙a = v˙3*exp(bv˙3*(Et˙a -E˙3))*exp(om˙3*l˙3˙a)

rb˙3˙a = v˙3*exp(-bv˙3*(Et˙a -E˙3))*exp(-om˙3*l˙3˙a)

rf˙4˙a = v˙4*exp(bv˙4*(Et˙a -E˙4))*exp(om˙4*l˙4˙a)

rb˙5˙a = v˙5*exp(-bv˙5*(Et˙a -E˙5))*exp(-om˙5*l˙4˙a)

# steady -state

rf˙0˙b = v˙0*exp(bv˙0*(Et˙b -E˙0))*exp(om˙0*l˙0˙b)

rb˙0˙b = v˙0*exp(-bv˙0*(Et˙b -E˙0))*exp(-om˙0*l˙0˙b)

rf˙1˙b = v˙1*exp(bv˙1*(Et˙b -E˙1))*exp(om˙1*l˙1˙b)

rb˙1˙b = v˙1*exp(-bv˙1*(Et˙b -E˙1))*exp(-om˙1*l˙1˙b)

rf˙2˙b = v˙2*exp(bv˙2*(Et˙b -E˙2))*exp(om˙2*l˙2˙b)

rb˙2˙b = v˙2*exp(-bv˙2*(Et˙b -E˙2))*exp(-om˙2*l˙2˙b)

rf˙3˙b = v˙3*exp(bv˙3*(Et˙b -E˙3))*exp(om˙3*l˙3˙b)

rb˙3˙b = v˙3*exp(-bv˙3*(Et˙b -E˙3))*exp(-om˙3*l˙3˙b)

rf˙4˙b = v˙4*exp(bv˙4*(Et˙b -E˙4))*exp(om˙4*l˙4˙b)

rb˙5˙b = v˙5*exp(-bv˙5*(Et˙b -E˙5))*exp(-om˙5*l˙4˙b)

# -----------------------------------------------------
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# -----------------------------------------------------

# Current and Capacitance

print ”-”*50

print ”= - Calculate Current and Capacitance ”

# -----------------------------------------------------

# cyclic voltammetry

j˙and˙a = (F*Gs)*( l˙5˙a*rf˙0˙a+l˙6˙a*rf˙1˙a

+l˙0˙a*rf˙2˙a+l˙1˙a*rf˙3˙a)

j˙cdc˙a = (F*Gs)*( l˙0˙a*rb˙0˙a+l˙1˙a*rb˙1˙a

+l˙2˙a*rb˙2˙a+l˙3˙a*rb˙3˙a

+l˙4˙a*rb˙5˙a)

j˙dl˙a = (Cdl/vscan˙a )*numpy.gradient (Et˙a ,

ts˙a/t˙pnt)

conv = 1E6

cap˙a = (conv/vscan˙a )*(j˙and˙a -j˙cdc˙a )+j˙dl˙a

# steady -state

j˙bnd˙b = (F*Gs)*( l˙5˙b*rf˙0˙b+l˙6˙b*rf˙1˙b

+l˙0˙b*rf˙2˙b+l˙1˙b*rf˙3˙b)

j˙cdc˙b = (F*Gs)*( l˙0˙b*rb˙0˙b+l˙1˙b*rb˙1˙b

+l˙2˙b*rb˙2˙b+l˙3˙b*rb˙3˙b

+l˙4˙b*rb˙5˙b)

j˙dl˙b = (Cdl/vscan˙b )*numpy.gradient (Et˙b ,

ts˙b/t˙pnt)

conv = 1E6

cap˙b = (conv/vscan˙b )*(j˙bnd˙b -j˙cdc˙b )+j˙dl˙b

# -----------------------------------------------------

# -----------------------------------------------------

# Post Processing - Plot generation

print ”-”*50

print ”= - Post Processing - Plot Generation”

# -----------------------------------------------------

# cyclic voltammogram plot

fig˙1 = pylab.subplot (3,3,4)

pylab.plot(Et˙a , cap˙a , color = ’0’, label=r’model’)

# axes labels and text

#-----------------------------------------------------

pylab.xlim([0.45 ,1.2])
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pylab.ylim([ -1500,1500])

pylab.xlabel(r’$“phi(t)$ (V vs. RHE)’)

pylab.ylabel(r’$C(t)$ ($“mu$F cm$ˆ–-2˝$)’)

pylab.text(0.6,900, r’$v˙–s˝=0.1$ V s$ˆ–-1˝$’,

fontsize =15)

pylab.text(0.5,900, r’(a)’, fontsize =15)

# legend

#-----------------------------------------------------

leg = fig˙1.legend(bbox˙to˙anchor=(0., 1.05,

1., .102),

loc=3, ncol=1, borderaxespad=0.,

numpoints=5)

leg.get˙frame(). set˙alpha(0.1)

# steady -state coverages plot

#-----------------------------------------------------

fig˙2 = pylab.subplot (3,3,5)

# lb˙i are labels for solution i

#-----------------------------------------------------

lb˙0 = r’$“theta˙–“mathrm–A˝˝ˆ–“ mathrm–OH˝˝$ (model)’

lb˙1 = r’$“theta˙–“mathrm–B˝˝ˆ–“ mathrm–OH˝˝$ (model)’

lb˙2 = r’$“theta˙–“mathrm–A˝˝ˆ–“ mathrm–O˝˝$ (model)’

lb˙3 = r’$“theta˙–“mathrm–B˝˝ˆ–“ mathrm–O˝˝$ (model)’

lb˙4 = r’$“theta˙–“mathrm–C˝˝ˆ–“ mathrm–OO˝˝$ (model)’

#-----------------------------------------------------

pylab.plot(Et˙b , l˙0˙b , color = ’magenta ’,

label= lb˙0)

pylab.plot(Et˙b , l˙1˙b , color = ’red’,

label= lb˙1)

pylab.plot(Et˙b , l˙2˙b , color = ’blue’,

label= lb˙2)

pylab.plot(Et˙b , l˙3˙b , color = ’green’,

label= lb˙3)

pylab.plot(Et˙b , l˙4˙b , color = ’cyan’,

label= lb˙4)

# axes labels and text

#-----------------------------------------------------

pylab.xlim([0.65 ,1.2])
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pylab.ylim([0,0.4])

pylab.text(0.8,0.3, r’$v˙–s˝=0.0$ V s$ˆ–-1˝$’,

fontsize =15)

pylab.text(0.7,0.3, r’(b)’, fontsize =15)

pylab.xlabel(r’$“phi(t)$ (V vs. RHE)’)

pylab.ylabel(r’$“theta(t)$’, rotation = ’horizontal’)

# legend

#-----------------------------------------------------

leg = fig˙2.legend(bbox˙to˙anchor=(1.05 , 1), loc=2,

borderaxespad=0., ncol = 1)

leg.get˙frame(). set˙alpha(0.1)

# save final figure

#-----------------------------------------------------

pylab.subplots˙adjust(left=None , bottom=None ,

right=None , top=None ,

wspace =0.33, hspace =0.33)

pylab.savefig(’fig -4.5.eps’, format=’eps’)

#-----------------------------------------------------
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